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FOREWORD

Irrigation is the largest public investment in many countries in the developing world. The
World Bank has played an important role in financing irrigation investents, as total
World Bank lndig for irigation amounts to 29 bilion US dola in 1991 prices. Today,
the demand for agricaultural products - food and fiber - is largely met Tbis success could
not bave been achived without the last half-century's investment in imgatioL

Irrigation will continue to play a critical role in our continued ability to feed ouseve
As demand for aiculturl produce incases, driven by population growth and rising
income, the bulk of incrased production wil have to come from irriated lands. itrigation
supplies plants with water which is often the most critical input to producin. There are
also stroug, positive interactions betwee irriptioa and otber major sources of
agricultural rowt: fertiizer, improved seeds, beter husbandry, and integrated pest
management.

Water is an increasingly scarce resource. requiring carefl technical, economic and
environmental management. As the demand for water for human and industrial use has
escalated, so has the competition for water used for irrigated agricutur. Thus, the
challenge for the irrigation sector is: modemization of irrigation systems and pracdces,
rainage and salinity control greater attention to oast recovery, measures to reduce

pollution from agicultural activities, improvements in the level of sevice and
maitence of existing systems, investment in small-scale irrigation and water harvebting
methods.

this paper deals with the first of these challenges system nion. New desip
concepts and modern techoologes alrcady east and have proven their usefulness in many
schemes around the world. What is now required is that these concepts and technologies
be assessed and utilized on a larger scale. This publication, which is the first of the new
World Bank Irrigation and Drainage Series is intended to stimulate debate among
professionals and to increase awareness of the potential of modem technologies for water
control and sustainable irrigated agriculture.

/iMS~ P~
Mibchel Petit

Director
Agriculture and Natural Resources Department
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ABSTRACr

The paper is a contribution to the debate on how to transfer modern irrigation concepts
and technology to developing countries. In modem schemes, irrigation is provided as a
service to users that should be as efficient and convenient as possible. The authors argue
that modern irrigation design is a thought process that starts with the definition of a
proper operational plan. Scheme layout and equipment selection should be done in light
of the operational objectives and the requirements of the farming systems. The paper
addresses technological aspects but it is not a design manual. After an initial disci
of objectives and definitions, the paper reviews various elements of irrigation design and
presents technological options. Additional design aspects related to maintenance, user
participation, cost recovery and sustainability are discussed Fmally, the debate on the
new design approach is opened with a presentation of supporting and opposing view.

Part II of the paper presents brief notes on modernized or rehabilitated irrigation
schemes throughout the world, descnbing the characteristics and preliminary results of
modernized schemes. An annex provides details of diferent water control methods.
Some photos are attached to illustrate certain aspects of irrigation design.

Xi



PART k CONCEPTS AND JUSTIFICATIONS

L RACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The Need for a New Approach to Irrigatin Design

The authors of this report maintain that there is no choice but to adopt a new approach
to the design and engineering of irrigation projects. The needs for improved perfance
of irrigation projects are pressing, the evidence of the failure of the gated, manuall
operated systems is overwhelming, and the potential for improvement is undeniable.

Numerous reports published in recent years descnrbe a grim picture of irrigation. Levine
and Coward (1986) summarize several points that are repeated in other shdies on
irrgation projects in Asia and Africa (OED 1991, Murray-Rust and Snellen 1991, rTfn
1988):

* Many of these systems are characterized by 'dual peronalities". The first is the
nominal system that is assumed to conform to the design and norms of operation,
and the second is the reality of its operation. The nominal system is rarely
adjusted to the changing economic, social and technical reality.

* Most often the organizational structurc is hierarchical with a top-down mode of
opertion. Even when the systems are designed to function 'managerl, that
s wnth water levels and flows to be adjusted at low lvels and some
responsiveness to farmers demand, the problems of vertic information trasfer
and the difficulties of controling hundreds of adjustable gates are such that these
systems are usually only controUled down to a fairly high lewe. Farmers, diher
individually or in groups take over control of the outlets and frequently control
distibution structures at higher level than the fim tumouts.

X SThe dual natuTe of gvernmental irrigation systems is fostered by the lack of
monitoring and measuremenf, requent transfer of engieering staff (with a
resulting dependence upon general norms of operation and a lack of familiarity
with the loal environment), and a pattern of aDocation of resources for operation
and maintenance that inhibits effective control of the system.

Frequently, other problems with such systems are observed, such as gaps between actual
and expected performance; low water use efficiency; unrealistc designs; designs that are
difficult to operate or that cause conflicts among users; inflexble water deliveries lack
of monitoring and field data.

Gap between actal wad expected pejfonnance

Almost al recent sector studies and evaluation reports note a substantial gap between
actual and expected performance. Altbough part of thc problem might be due to
overoptimistic and unrealistic expectations when the project was designed or to
macroeconomic factors beyond the control of the irgation agency and the fimers, it is
clear that the performance of most irrigation schemes could be much better. A related
problem is that performance is defined differently in many reports, making it diffiwul to
compare projects.
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Low wate~a et eiteny

There is increasing awareness that water resources are limited and have to be managed
more carefully. Irrigation is by far the largest water user in developing countries, using
up to 85 percent of the available water resources. In the future, irrigation will have to
share the water resources with industrial and urban water users. The consequences are
felt by the farmers who receive only a portion of the flow and the volume of water
originally designed. In a recent policy paper, the World Bank stressed the need for
comprehensive water management (World Bank, 1993). The immediate conclusion for
irrigation is that present water use effciencies have to increase drastically. Low-water use
efficiency leads to unequal and unreliable water distribution and aggravates the tail-end
problem. The magnitude of the problem car be observed in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. Desigr estimates compared with actual overall irigation efficencies

Daiga MAca Actal apa'cav
pta () (% of ddap

Sialos (Mexico) 52 37 71
Panuco (Mdco) S2 26 SO
Daukhlb Spdnlder (Morocco) 64 49 77
Doukkal Griqy (Moroco) SO 42 84
Yaqui (Meico) 4346 3S aS
Codlo (Colubla) 30 -

Upper Ppa.p PuilplIM) S8 36 62
Aumra*Peuaands (Phippin) 39 36 92
L.a No I Chafsad) ss 28 51
Lam ftoII1Calhnd) S 28 48

Sow= Pluaqueflec eL .1., 1990

Unrec dsigns

Often the design and layout of an irrigation scheme fails to conskier some basic laws of
hydraulics, such as lag time, unsteady nature of water flow, and fluctuations of water level,
resulting in poor performance of the scheme. One of the most common design errors is
the use of manually operated undershot gates in cross-regulators where almost invariably
the function of the structure is to simply maintain a relatively steady upstream water level
while passing flow changes on to the next reach Other design errors traceable to a poor
understanding of unsteady flow. All too often the designer assumes the canal will operate
well with unsteady flow, but in reality the design prohibits efflctive operation because it
lacks a control strategy, sufficient communications, suitable gate spacings, or other design
errors.

Opertna pro bks

Many designs are difficult to manage under real conditions Operating instructions are
often conflicting and sometimes meaningle Murray-Rust and Sneflen (1991), studying
the Maneungteung Irrigation Prqect in lidonesia, observe
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The system calls for a bi-weekly assessment of demand for every tertiary
block, and a readjustment of every gate in the system to meet the changed
water distnbution plan. This requires a very intensive data collection
program and an efficient and effective information management system.
Because it is carmed out in an environment of unpredictable water
availability it becomes almost impossible to achieve even if there were a
huge increase in number and skills of field stafE

Another example is the Kirindi Oya irrigation project in Sri Lanka. A simulation model
of the present operation of the Right Main Canal showed that it takes up to four days
to reach a new steady state after changing the flow at the headworks. In the upper
reaches of the canal the steady state is reached soon and the water level fluctuations are
low. But in the lower reaches of the canal the water level fluctuations of about one meter
occur for up to four days. The resuts of the simulation model are confirmed by field
observations. If the discharge at the headworks is only changed once in a week, steady
flow conditions are rarely achieved and frequent fluctuations of water levels and discharge
at oftakes are the norm.

There is tremendous room for impront of operational procedures. An example is the
over-emphasis on gate rating tables, which tell operators how much to open a
cross-regulator for specific discharges. Some points need to be made in this context:

* Gate rating tables are generaEly inaccurate. A better design at a bifurcation point
is to use a gate to control the flow through an outlet, with a downstream flume
or weir to measure that flow or, even better, a Tlow controller. It is not possible
to obtain a constant flow rate into all the branches at a bifurcation point; one of
the branches will have to absorb the unavoidable flow fluctuations from upstream

For typical cross-regulators in a series in a canal, the use of gate rating tables is
meaningless. With upstream control, the flow rate through the structure cannot
be controlled by the operator (except for a short duration) because the flow in
the canal is determined at the canal inlet. Instructions for cross-regulators with
upstream control should dealwith maintaining a desiredwater level, not a desired
flow rate.

Water user conflict

Many authors have observed a strong relationship between design and conflicts over
water use. Horst (1997) observes: 'It is contended that imprvement of management,
participation of farners and action research wil remain paper exercises if the design
concepts of irrigation canals and structures are not taken into account." Unfortunately,
this lesson is seldom heeded. Some irrigation designs guarantee anarchy at the turnouts.
When water delivery is erratic, water users lose respect for the rules and regulations
governing water usage. These conditions lead to passive water user associations (WUAs)
and tremendous damage to distrbutaries and turnouts. Reports judge the incidence of
such damage to be as high as 80 pet, even in some Asian counties with long
traditions of irrigation.
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Such anarchy is not a necessary part of an irrigation project, nor is it inherent to any
culture. Projects with reliable water deliveries in such diverse geographical areas as West
Africa, Latin America, and the United States show almost no damage caused by farmers.
The authors contend that inadequate design and operation is a much more significant
factor in creating conflicts and disorder than the absence of irrigation tradition or social
and legal norms.

Lak ofJkxibk water divery

The cropping pattern in many Asian countries is changing rapidly from a primarilyrice
culture to more diversified crops. Thesc crops require more frequent irrigations adjusted
to different growth stages, soil conditions, rainfal conditions, etc. Water delivery should
be responsive to farm needs and preferably on arranged schedule Increasingly, new
water-application methods are used (sprinkler, drip) that require better water control and
almost constant supply of water. Traditional on-farm irrigation methods too have a large
potential for increased perfbrmance and higher water use efficiency. In many cases it is
the water supply restraint that forces low performance and inefficient resource utiization
on farmers.

Badly concedd and exected pilot projects

Well-conceived pilot projects offer the opportnity to develop new concepts of imgation,
to test equipment and to study the response of users There are some noteworthy
examples of good pilot projects, including the Sidorejo pilot project in Java, Indonesia,
the Tepalcatepec modernization project in Mwo, and the Gadigaltar minor irrigation
scheme in Madhya Pradesh, Idia. These pmjects have benefitted fom an integrated,
global view of the water delivery and the farming system. Appropriate tuchnology is
selected at various levels in these projects to meet wel-defied and realistic performance
goals.

Unfortunatel there are more bad cxamples than good. Often the pilot project is only
ha-f-heartely supported, or it is placed in the wrong enironment. Sometimes the new
tecbnology is too sophisticated for the application; in other cases, pilot projects are
demonstrations of equipment rather than examples of new water-control concepts, or the
new operation mode is completely incompatible with the design of the main system. For
example, a pilot project designed to operate with a 'demand7 delvey schedule may be
supplied from the larger project on a rotational basis Many projects are simply too small
or are not given enough time to demonstrate any effect Often pilot projects are dropped
during implementation because host governments and finding agen are not committed
to them.

Lack of Ad data

Systematic monitoring of the process and the result of modernization projects is rare.
Seclder descibes the problem weL

'One of the many peculiar facts about irrigation is that the results are
rarely monitored. This makes it diffiut to learn from experience and
laves the field of irrigation open to the fids and fashions that perpetually
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afflict the development community, causing the donors to chase red
herrings that frequently only repeat the mistakes of the past" (Seclder
1993).

If done at all, monitoring is largely confined to economic and social indicators.
Remarkably, most of the impact and evaluation studies done in the past ten years have
been executed by sociologists and economists, not by engiees While their participation
has contnbuted to a better understanding of important social and institutional aspects of
irrigation performance, design related issues have not received prominence in the
evaluation report.

Hypothesis of the Study

Jurriens, Bottrall, et al. (1984) suggest that project evaluators should ask the following
questions when faced with any of the above problems: 'Would the situation have been
better if the design had been different?' If the answer is 'yes' the second question is:
'What lessons can be drawn for future design?"' They also suggest that ".Jnstead of
considering the irrigation system as a given fact and then investigating its operation, one
might do better to consider the operational potential as a given fact and then investgate
what makes the system so difficult to operate."

The authors fully support this argument Many of the problems can be solved through
a new approach to the design of irrigation systems. The following hypotheses are put
forward and discussed in the report:

A good design increases reliability, equity and flexibility of water delivery to
farmes It reduces conflicts among water users and between water users and the
irrigation agency. It leads to lower operational and maintenance costs.

Extended gravity irrigation schemes with manually operated gates and control
structures rarely work, despite al efforts to improve irriation management and
the capacity of staff The pmance is sometimes inerior to systems without
adjustable structures. Basically there are two options to improve irrigation
performance.(a) simplification through proportional dividers, unadjustable gates
and rigid scheduling, or (b) modemizaton through the application of hydraulc
pnnciples, automation, improved communication and decentralization.

Many failures and problems are caused by a design approach, which pays
insufficient attention to operational aspects. A modern design approach is a
thought process that starts with the definition of a proper operational plan. The
physical configuration and the selection of equipment wfll be determined by this
well-defined operational plan.

* A good design makes maxmum use of advanced concepts of hydrauic
engineering, agronomic science, irrigation engineering, and social science to
produce the simplest and most workable solution. A good design is user friendly
and not necessarily synonymous with "hgh costs," high maintenance," or
"complexity of operation".
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* Many designers are not sufficiently aware of new technological options and how
different types of equipment interact Some modemized irrigation projects have
failed because of improper choice of control strutures, incompatible components,
and a design that was not based on realistic operation and maintenance plans.
This has created the wrong impression that modem design concepts are not
suitable for the environment of developing countries.

* The confusion in the discussion about the performance of irrigation systems is
partially caused by the lack of empirical data and the nonrecognition of the
different levels of objectives in irrigation systems.

Definition of Modern Desig

The terms "modem design" or "modem schemes" are used frequently throughout this
report The authors attach the folowing definition to these terms:

Modem irrigation schemes consist of several levels which clearly defined
interfaces.

Each level is technically able to provide reliable, timely and equitable water
delivery services to the next lower leveL That is, each has the proper types,
numbers, and configurations of gates, tumouts, measurement devices,
communication systems and other means to control flow rates and water levels as
desred.

An enforceable system is in place that defines the mutual obligations and creates
confidence at each level that the next higher level will provide reliable, equitable
and timely water delivery service.

Modern irrigation schemes are responsive to the needs of the end users Good
communication systems exist to provide the ncesary information, controL and
feedback on system status.

The hydraulic design of the water-delivery system was created with a well-defined
operation plan in mind. The operation plan was establshed with a clear
understanding of the needs of the end users of the water (that is, agronomic and
social needs).

The hydraulic design is robust, in the sense that it wi function vell in spite of
changing channel dimensions, siltation, and om-munications breakdowns
Automatic devices are used where appropriate to stabilize water levels in unsteady
flow conditions.

Motivated and trained operators are present at all levels of the system. Operating
rules for individual operators are well understood and easy to implement.

A maintenance plan is .'efined during design, adequately funded through water
fees, and strictly implemented.
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There is a recognition of the importance and requirements of agricultural
irrigation and the e3isting social conditionL Engincrs do not dictate the terms
of water delivery, rather, agricultural and social requirements are understood and
satisfied at all levels and at all stages of the design and operation process within
overall resource availability.

A modem irrigation design is the result of a thought process that selects the configuration
and the physical components in light of a well-defined and realistic operational plan whic
is based on the service concept. A modem irrigation design is not defined by specific
hardware components and control logic, but use of advanced concepts of hydraulic
engineering, irrigation engineering, agronomy, and social science should be made to arrive
at the most simple and workable solution.



2. DESIGNING FOR OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

Visitors to irrigation projects are generally shown the major physical structures, such u
the dam, the diversion weir, the main canal, or the control and administrative center.
Projects are descnibed in terms of total water supply, size of command area, number of
people employed, kilometers of canals, and tonnage of agriciutural production The
physical characteristics of the scheme are useful but are only meaningf in the contest
of the project's objectives. Tbe most important issue, and the one that often receives
superficial attention during visits and in project descriptions, is the system's ability to
achieve a specific level of operational performance at al levels within the system.

The lack of attention to operational aspects is also true for the design phase. A
precondition for high performance, however, is that the design must reflect the objectives
and the requirements of future operation. As long as the design of irrigation systems is
understood to be a classical engineering task of designing static struures, essential
operational questions wDlI not be addressed. The risk is that this approach will result in
overall low performance during operation.

Objectives and Performance Criteria of lIigation Projects

Modem design concepts should be promoted because they improve the performce of
irrigation projects. Comparison of the performance of projects of differet desig is
difficult, however, because many different defitions of performance are used. For
example, Mufray-Rust and Snellen (1991) propose two complementary criteria to measure
the overall performance of main system:

* The degree to which the services offered by the main system respond to fiamers'
needs, within the limitations imposed by national polices and objectves.

* The efficiency with which the irrigation system uses resources in providing these
services.

However, Small and Svendsen (1990) suggest three distnct categories of peromance
measurement

* Process measures, which relate to a system's internal operations.
* Output measures, which focus on a system's final output.
* Impact measures, which pertain to the effects of a system's outputs on its larger

environment.

They have expanded and refined the discussion on the subject in a recent publication
(Smal and Svendsen, 1992). Abernethy (no date) states that -.-the performamce of a
system is represented by its measurd levels of achievement in terms of one, or several,
parameters which are chosen as indicators of the system's goali Suggested indicators of
achievement levels include productiity, equity, profitability, quality of life, and
sustainability.
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Perspectives of Performance

All these definitions contain some important points, and they certainly go well beyond a
simplistic definition of performance that relates to pure rigation efficiency." However,
while these definitions are useful in dscussions about irrigation projects at a policy level
it is important to realie that the individuals actually responsible for the final calculations
and specifications of the design work may not be familiar with these criteria. Designers
of many projects struggle to match a specified water supply with a certain irrigation area
and a desired irrigation intensity. As a rule, most designers are immersed in design
detail. The concepts of 'equity, quality of life, and sustaiability" never reach their desks.
Funding agencies (govermnents and various donors) are interested in agricultural produce,
hectares served, improved income on an aggregate basis, and an anticipated economic rate
of retum. Evaluators who may visit the projects many years after completion often add
extra indicators, such as equity and quality of life. They are not faced with the daily grind
of doing the various calculations of design or operations, requently without the assistance
of computers and modem design aids. Evaluators generaly deal with senior-level staff
in agencies and design organizations'.

It seems obvious that different objectives are used for irrigation projects as a whole and
for each level within a project. These objectives and related performance criteria are
often in conflict. In the foUowing the perrmance criteria will be briefly examined below
from the (1) farmeres, (2) operator's, (3) country project managers and (4) country and
evaluatores perspectives. The challenge for the designer is to understand the various
perspectives and to minimize conflicts within the system.

The fanr's perpedive

The most important performance criteria to the farmer are:

* Adequacy. Adequacy is defined as "sufficient vohme of water of acceptable
quality to irrigate the crops". The adequacy of the water supply has an important
bearing on the design of the distribution system and on the need for cooperation
among farmers.

* Reliability. Abernethy (1991) defines reliability as "the degree to which the
irrigation system and its water deliveries conform to the prior expectations of its
users." Reliability is absolutely essential to provide proper crop growing
conditions and to prevent anarchy among farmers.

* Timeliness. Timeliness can be defined (Aberaethy 1991) as "the correspondence
of water deliveries to crop needs It also involves aspects of con ce and
suitability to the particular on-faum irrigation method used and appropriate
fiequency and durations for the particular soil-crop-climate combinations involved.
Another term frequently used in this context is "flexibility."

On nually have Eo e a L (L39) prpoed a cou*rcbealv sa at pefomm ludimosa h z!fiea th
autho cmCDW
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* Flow nte. Flow rates avamlable to farners affect the amount of time needed for
paddy preparation, the amount of labor needed to irrigate a field, and on-farm
irrigation efficiencies.

* Cost. Farmers are noted for their reluctanc to pay water rates for water from
public irrigation schemes. It is interesting to note, howeer, that the same
farmers are often willing to spend consderable amounts (per unit volume of
water) to develop groundwater supply. The obvious conclusion is that farmers are
willing to pay for water if it is reliable and somewhat feible.

* Equity. If farmers perenie water distnbution as inequitable, they will quarrel
among themselves or complain to the authorities. If inequities are not corrected,
individual farmers may interpret this as a disregard for their rights, and they wil
take actions to ensure an adequate supply for themselves. Such actions may
include damaging gates or turnout structures or even cutting through canal banks.

7he fidd operator's perspective

The operators in the field have different concerns than the farmers Any attempt to
introduce flexible water delivery without physical imprvement will likly result in a
nightmare for system operators. They typically struggle to manage the irrigation systems
as originally designed. Therefore, new schedules and higher performace standards must
be accompanied by operational changes and impvemts to the inructure, such as
automation of gates and interim storage. Operator time is consumed by day-to-day
problems, such as:

o Hydraulic difficulties. Most irrigation systems have not been designed with
concern for easy operation. Flow-rate changes made at the head of a canal may
take days to reach the end of the canaL Also, stabiization of water levels wih
manually operated gates may be difficulk Inappropriate designs, poor operating
instructions, and lack of communication leave operators in a quandary about what
to do.

* Equipment problems. Canal linings wil fa, gate hoists wi break,
communications systems fal, and so on.

* Spills. Avoidance of spills or canal breaks generally takes precedence over any
other matter.

* Maintenance. Flow must be maintained at a certain level to minimize deposition
of sediments. Silt and weeds must be removed periodically, and all structures
need regular maintenance.

In the end, most operators feel fortunate if they can retain the status quo. They need
to work hard just to prevent traumatic failures. It is no surprisL that they resist new
delivery concepts that would inmcre their workload. From the operators' perspective,
the system works best if the farmers or water users groups are prevented from requesting
changes in the delivery schedule.
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nTe projed n ees peaspecive

Project managers of public irrigation schemes have their own set of objecte and
problems. Politics, finance, and personnel affairs dominate their daily schedules.

Personnel issues. Managers must face al the typical problems associated with the
management of personnel: conflict resolution, promotions and transfrs,
disciplinary actions, payment of salaries and incentives, and so forth. In many
cases, managers are forced to hire too many people, as a means of providing
employment. The social or legal system may not allow managers to fire
incompetent or unnecsay personnel

* Poliics. In some projects, managers spend almost all of their time with legislators
and regulatory agencies. Typical tasks include trying to retain their 'fair share'
of water and seeking additional funding for much-needed maintenance and daily
operation.

* Fhiance. Ihe funds available to a project manager often originate from the
general budget and are not tied to the quality of the irrigation service or the rate
of collection of water fees

-Environmental concerns. The first symptoms of trouble in irngation project
design and operation may show up as environmental problems, such as
watedogging and saliity, erosion, or polution. Managers may spend considerable
time providing wBand-aid" solutions to these symptoms.

Project managers of autonomous schemes such as the irrigation districts in the United
States, France, or Spain are often able to function simila to managers in the private
industry, although most US. irrigation projects and districts are local government entities.
These managers are generally hired by a board of directors and are directly responsible
to them. The financial loop is closed within most irrigation districts, as the revenues
generated by the distrct are spent within the dis This creates a powerful incentive
to reduce the annual costs of operation, while maintaining an acceptable level of service.

The coait wid ealuators perspedives

At this level, objectives and performance criteria become more comprehe
Discussions of performance are generally free from such trivial issues as paying biUls and
preventing water spills Typical performance criteria may involve:

* Equity. Equity of water distribution involves the concepts of fairness, social
justice, and redistribution of wealth. The notion of equity invokes many difficult
questions. Should there be an equal allocation per area or per household or per
person? What about different water rights and different soils? How to account for
conveyance losses? It is interesting to note that in traditional, farmer-managed
systems, rarely are equal volumetrc allocations of water found (Yoder, 1990).
This is confirmed by Patil and Datye (1989) who point out that equal treatment
of all farms, regardless of soil or crop type, results in poor crop yields.
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* Effkkncy. From the country perspective efficient resource utilization is probably
best described by the basin efficiency, which accounts for wasted water that is
recoverd at the lower end of the system On-fium, project and basin effciencies
are different. The Nile basin in Egypt, for itstance, has an overall basin efficiency
of more than 80 percent, although the on-farm application efficiency may only
average 30 to 40 percent.

* Enavrommental Imp.cL Irrigation can have substantial impact on the
envimronment. In addition to concerns about the diminution of river flow in the
dry season, apprehension is also caused by the low quality of return flows (both
to surface and subsurface water supplies). It is now becoming dear that imp.oved
first-time usage of water can mitigate eventual water quality degradation. This
makes an argument for improvig on-farm irrigation effiiency, rather than for
considering the hydrologic basin efficiency, which may be high in some cases as
explained above.

* Employment. In some areas, it may desirable to maintain high levels of rural
employment, though it may be at a low economic level Project design is differet
when labor-intensive farming practices are used rather than extensive and
mechanized farm operations. Designers often overlook that irrigated agriculture
requres substantial additional labor inputs and that this may require farmers, for
the first time, to become employers

* Proftabilit. Fiancing institutions are primarily interested in "profitability' or
"economic rate of return" and financial viability of a project. Planners have
assumed that because the farmers receive additional income from a project, they
wil be willing and able to pay for the operation and maintenance charga.
However, it must not be overlooked that the additional labor input requires
monetary mcentives to be sustainable.

e Sustlability. The term bas a physical (maintenance), a final, and an
environmental dimension, as discussed above.

* Qualit of lfe. A very geral objective that is difficut to measure, it involves
aspects of food security, regional development, health, employment, and so on.

Where the Planner Stands

Operators and farmers of an irrigation scheme are usualy forced to make what exists
work. The decisions on the design and layout of the system were made by others, and
there is little users and operators can do once a system has been installed.

This situation implies a special responslbity of the designers and plannerm Irigation
design is an art as well as a science. There are no guidlns or manuals that are
applicable in all cases. New projects or major rehabilitation works are geerally financed
by the national budget of the country, often vwth inte r support. Decision makers
are often far removed from the practi consideratums of an irgaton pioject. Ihe
design engineer is the key link between the decision makers and the uses A proper
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operational plan is the instrument that combines the various perspectives and helps to
reconcile conflicting expectations.

Elements of an Operation Master Plu

The following are essential components of an operation master plan, which should be
defined early in the design phase:

* Level of service antidpated. The determining factors for the level of service are
discussed in chapters 3 and 4. The plan should address total seasonal allocations,
anticipated frequency, rate, and duration of water deliveries to users along with
flexibility in changing the schedule or ordering water. In addition, it should define
the reliability of service and the consistency of flow rates and pressures during a
delivery.

* Levels of control in major, minor, and watercourse caals and pipes. The
operational objective of each level in a branching distnbution system is to provide
some degree of service to the next lower leveL f a system is designed properly,
operators at one level need to concentrate only on proper operation of their
level; they do not need to be concerned about details of daily operation for upper
and lower levels. IIMI (1989) referred to this concept of "control levels" when
stating that "management of the main canal is a hydraulic task that requires no
immediate attention to agricultural conditions. It should be well within the
capability of professionally trained engineers to operate canal systems to meet the
minimum hydraulic conditions required at all structures and gates."

* Ordering procedure. The ordering procedure does not just deal with
communications for the farmer. An ordering procedure must be defined for all
levels of branches within an irrigation system. If one branch needs a change in
delivery, who must make the request, in what format, at what time, and to
whom? What is then done with that request, and how will the requestor be
answered? Is the communication verbal or in writing and how long will it take
to obtain an answer and actually implement the change?

* CommounicatioLs. The details of human, digital, and analog communications must
be clearly defined. The specific communicatons devices and their locations,
paths, and reliability will influence the viability of the chosen operation method.

* Decision support systen. Operation in many projects is supported by
computerized decision support systems. Some irrigation agencies are using
simulation models to calculate the gate setting from anticipated water deliveries
and present system status. The gates will still be operated manually, but the
setting will be determined by a mathematical simulation model. A word of caution
is appropriate. Simulation models are inherently inaccurate due to calibration and
measurement errors. ITerefore, the models used must be self-correcting through
frequent feed-backs. Experience in the United States (for example, the Califixnia
Aqueduct) shows that skilled operators refer to the computer-generated gate
movements but use their judgment when deciding on actual gate adjustments.
Using a predictive model (generally using transfer functions) on a daily bass (Rey
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1990) and conveying instructions to individual gate operators may be more
complicated than necessary. Gate operators need only very simple instructions
(such as to maintain a constant water level upstream of each check structdure) to
solve the instability problems. Before real-time predictive modeling is
implemented, it is important to determine if the problemn are simply caused by
inadequate or conflicting instructions. For example, if the operators are told to
have no spill at the tail end of a canal and to have a constant flow rate out of
each offtake, they are being asked to do the impossible on an upstream-ontrolled
canaL

* Data collection and procesing. The type of decision support system defines the
data collection and processing requirements. Lcvine and Coward (1986) noted
that 'while procedures for recording and transmitting measurement information
frequently exist, these procedures rarely include adequate evaluation of the
quality of that information, or the translation of the Held data into a form that
would permit evaluation of the flow quantities (volume)."

* Who will do what For example, who is responsible for maintenance and
operation? The 'who" is not only a question of farmers or operators. For various
tasks within an irrigation project, it is also a question of operational personnel as
opposed to maintenance personnel, and irrigation sector personnel as opposed to
agricultural sector staff Another question is, what are the required qualifications
at each level?

* Operating lnstrctions for specific strutures. Later in the desip process
specific operating instructions for all structures need to be developed. Wanted
and unwanted interactions of the different stmctures will become apparent only
during this process In irrigation projects thmughout the world, operation
instructions are often contradictory and sometimes useless. It seems that this
arena has tremendous room for improvement.



3. WATER DELIVERY FOR DFERENT CLIMATES, CROPS, AND SOIIS

Any good operational plan requires a clear underndig and must refect the cldiatic
conditon., the cropping pattem, and the soil types in the project area Some upect that
are of importance in the contet of irrigation design are briefly reviewed.

Climatic Couditino

Experienced professionals (Berkofl, 1990) have pointed out that the function of irrigation
in and areas differs from that in a humid regions, hence differt water-control concepts
should be used. The returns from investment in irrigation can be maxmized when
desiging around the local rainfall conditions. It is often overlooked that rainfall in most
irrigation areas could be by far the most important source of water.

Arid are

In well-managed schemes of arid areas, irrigation is more reliable and predictable than
rainfall. Therefore, farmers base their decisions to plaIt -_ expectations about the
availability and reliability of well and surface water. If the water is limited in relation to
land, even subsistence farmers wull do some "personalized linear programming of their
planting" (BerkoffI, 1990). They will use the expected water supply for high-value crops
on a limited area and either leave the remaining land faflow or plant drought-resistant,
low-value crops in the hope of unexpected rainfalL Operation of irrigation schemes in
arid regions is usually easier because smaller fluctuations in water demand require fewer
provsions to regulate unsteady flow. in addition, farmer orgnizations are generally
stronger in an arid envronment, and severe social sanconm are imposed on free riders.
The implication for the designer is that the reliabit of water supply should be the
overriding consideration, followed by equity concerns. As a first step, sophisticated
control structures are of lesser importance as long as the water distnbution is fairly
effective

Humid ames

In humid areas, planting decisions (date and area) are dominated by expected rainfall
rather than based on expected irrigation supply. Usually the total agricultural area is
planted with high-value crops since farms are usually small and land is scarce. This
situation poses several problems for irrigation designers and operators. Although farmers
rely basically on rainfall and the irrigation system provides only some supplementay water
under normal conaitions, the system must still be able to satisfy the total
evapotranspiration requirement (plus inefficiencies) in periods of drought. When the rain
does not arrive in time, everybody tries desperately to save his crop, and the management
task of the system operator becomes formidable. The problem is exacerbated by weak
organization at the water-user level because the irrigation system is often not considered
an essential part of the traditional social structur

Seasonal wnatlon

In many monsoon regions farmers are growing increasingly diveified crops (for xample,
vegetables and root crops) rather than nce in the dry season. Ihese crops require less
water but call for a different irrigation technique. Ibe problem is that continuous flow
to outlets and field-to-field water distribution, common for paddy cultivation, doesn't work
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for diversified cropping. Better water control and impovd distnbution sstems are,
therefore, required.

In the wet season the rainfall pattern dirctly influences water demand and supply.
Heavy rainfall in one area might reduce the demand and doe parts of the system
temporarily. Rivers might rise unpctedly, causing the system operator to close the
intake. The storage capacity of dams can be better utilized if delvaris can be shut off
when it rains. Valera and Desa (1991) state that in a project in Malaysia, the rainfall
effectinmess is only about 30 percent, since farmers cannot shut the water off during
rainfall. Irrigation wcemes in humid areas need to be responive to conditions, not
preprogrammed, if water use is to be maximized.

Rice cultivation presents special problems for irrigation designersm The monsoon season
may last only a few months, and farmers need water for nurseries, saking of land, and
puddling. Canals need large capacities to make sure that al the land preparation can be
completed before the onset of the monsoon season. Several weeks of delay in planting
means several weeks of extra irrigation needed from the project after the monsoon has
stopped, resulting in an ineffective utilization of rainfalL Also, a shift from rice
transplanting to direct seeding (broadcasting) requires better water control within the
distribution system. Direct-seeded rice is particularly sensitive to water depth, especially
if pregerminated seeds are used in manual wet seeding. In addition, diffrent farmers
using different planting techniques require diffcrent amounts of time and water at
different times (OBD 1991).

Condusions

The following points summarize design considerations related to climatic conditions:

In humid areas water-delivery systems have to be designed for frequent flow
changes and rapid closure.

= Projects in humid areas need to be sized for peak evapotranspiration require-
ments during drought periods.

* Rice projects need large turnout and canal capacities to accelerate land
preparation before monsoon season.

* Daily or weekly predictions of water demand from climatic data are fairly useless
for operation in humid areas since local rainfll can change water demand rapidly.
These predictions may help to estimate grmss demand of the main system in arid
areas with low rainfall probability.

There has been some debate on whether modern water control concepts are equaWly
applicable in arid and humid regions The auithors argue that there is sufficient evidence
that the application of modern concepts is net limited to arid regions. The 
with irrigation schemes in different climatic zones as presented in Part II demonstrate
that substantial improvements of irrigation performance can be achP.;ved through modern
water control methods.
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Crop

There are inherent differences among crops in relation to drought resistanmc, needs for
water at particular growth stages, root depths, required fequency of irrigation, and
relative costs of water as compared with the costs of other input. This fact has pmfound
implications on the design and operation of the main system. Since the cropping pattern
will change frequently in response to market forces through the life of the project,
sufficient flexibility is required to meet changing crop water demands.

Rice

The previous sections covered some special features of rice paddy cultivation. In
addition, the delivery schedule during the growth period (not land preparation) need to
be considered. During the growth period, farmers traditionally prefer a continuous supply
of water, which enables them to maintain the desired water levels in the paddy fields to
suppress weed growth. Attempts to introduce a rotational schedule in rice schemes, such
as in Madagascar, have failed. Farmers ignored the new schedule because of the
convenience of continuous flow.

Oher grain crops

Most grain crops are relatively insensitive to occasional water stress. Some yield is usually
obtained, in particular if the crops are planted at the end of the wet season. During early
stages of growth grain crops are very sensitive to water stress, but proper timing and use
of late rains and residual soil moisture helps these crops to survive the critical period.
In later growth stages there is only one other critical period -- pollination. If com wlts
for only two days during the pollination stage, grain yield can be reduced by as much as
20 percent. Grain crops can be grown very successfully on an irrigation schedule of two
to three weeks' intervaL The intervals can be adjusted to varying evapotranspiration and
rooting depths.

trees and grpes

Mature trees have a deep and nonexpanding root zone. They do well if irrigated by
traditional surface irrigation at fairly long intervals For maxmum production and quality
of fruit, however, modern farmers are using more and more high-fiequency irrigation such
aa drip. Drip systems however, use only a portion of the total soil field capacity.
Unintentional interruption of water supply is, therefore, more serious than with surface
irrigation. The drip systems require a continuous flow, implig very reliable water
delivery. An additional consideration with pressurized irrigation systems is that pumps can
break down or shut off unexpectedly because of mechanical problems or power failures.
The main system must be sufficiently flexible to accommodate these fluctuations.
Reliability of water delivery is critical ff modern, pressurzed on-farm irrigation systems
are used.
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Veg sabla

Vegetables are characterized by their high commercil value but sensitivity to water stress
and shallow root zones. Vegetables are often grown on small filds having wide
variations of planting and hawest dates. Water stress at almost any stage of growth can
inpair the desired quality (appearance, fiber content, firmness, and so on) and the value
of the whole crop, therefore water supply must be extremely reliable. Rotation schedules
ae not practical for vegetable production.

Sugar cae, alfalfa, and pasturc

The vegetative growth of sugarcane, alfalfa, and pasture is completely harvested. There
is no critical growth stage after the plant is established. These crops have deep root zones
and yield does not drop dramatically as a result of occasional water stress. A ten percent
reduction in water use will result only in a small decrease in the production of green
matter. The crops are the least sensitive to irregular water deliveries and long irrigation
intervals.

Otmr considerions

"he discussion of the "dry-footed crops above concentrated on the effzcts of scarcity of
water. Equaly important is the effect of too much water. Al crops suffer yield decline
or tail completely if exposed for prolonged periods to excess water. Terefore, farmers
should not be obliged through faulty system design to accept more water than requred.
Poor water control in one part of the scheme may also result in high water table and
salinity proolems in other areas. In the San Joaquin VaDey of California this has been
a major problem. In some places farmers are no longer able to grow salt sensitive crops
such as tomatoes and lettuce. These problems are often not the result of incorrect
irrigation by the affected grower but the resut of bad water -m -gel-ent and lack of
drainage occurring elsewhere. In the end, good on-farm irrigation practices for sustaina-
ble irrigated agriculture depends upon controllable and reliable water delvenes.

Soils

More than anything else, differences in soil conditions influence on-farm irrigation
requirements. Crop evapotranspiration is equal in well-managed fields on sandy and clay
soils. There are major differences, however, between these soils with regard to optimum
irrigation frequency, flow rate, and duration.

For upland (dry foot) crops, both the water holding capacity and the intake rate of a soil
are important Sandy soils must be irrigated frequently (due to low available-water-
holding capacities) and with high flow rates and short duration (bcause of high intake
rates). Loam and clay sois have high field capacity and low inltration rates, thus
requiring small flow but longer duration and longer intervals Cracking clay soils present
a special problem: if the irrigations are not frequent enough, large cracks will develop and
infiltrate large quantities of water. Sometimes the large cracks act as channels to sandy
subsurface soil layers, and large quantities of water are lost for consumptive use.
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No one irrigation schedule (rate, duration, interval) is optimal for all soil typeL
Recognition of the importance of customizing water deliveries to diffient soil types is
a major reason that modem irrigation scbemes provide as much flexbility in water
delivery as possible, rather than forcing the users to adapt to a rotation of a specific flow
rate, duration, and frequency. For optimum water-use efficiency, irrigation must be
customized in timing and application rate to match the specific soil and crop conditions



4. SCHEDULING OF WATERDELlVERIB

Irrigation systems should be desigped with a certain mode of operation in mind. The
operation of an irrigation system, as descnrbed in this report, consist of actng upon two
primary decisions. First, the scheduling of water deiveries. hiis can described a
frequency, rate, and duration of water deliveries at all levels within an irrigation
conveyance system. Second, the detemination of the interactive movement of various
control structures to accomplish the desired schedule.

This chapter deals with the scheduling of water deliverica. Primary topics include:

* Brief descriptions of the common types of water delivery schedules used both at
the farmer turnout and at lateral turnouts.

* Basic design requirements for varous types of schedules.

* bThe difference of deliveries in terms of 'flow rate' or "volume.

* A case for abandoning the hope that centralized scheduling of on-farm water
deliveries wil optimize performance.

Defdions and concepts

Terms such as "rotation,' 'arranged schedule, 'limtod rate demnd, and 'centrazed
scheduling", as found in the literature (Clemmens, 1987) and descnbed later in this
chapter, almost always refer to the scheduling of water deliveries to the farmer or to the
final outlet. Those terms are equally applicable, however, to the scheduling of deliveries
to all levels within a distribution system.

Water deliveries are made to each branch of a distribution system from the upsteam
branch. Main canals make deliveries to secondary canals, secondaries to tertari, and
so on. Lmproved water control must begm with the main canals. Unless the unsteady
flow in the main canals can be easily controlled, the flows in secondary canals will be
erratic. Some exceptions exist, such as when there is significant buffer reservoir capacity
at lower levels in the system or when the main system is deliberately managed with a
variable spill at the tail end.

The majority of irrigation projects in the world have some type of rotation delivery
system. In areas with advanced technologies, rotation schedules have largely been
replaced by more flexible deliveries. In California, for example, less than 15 percent of
the surface-supplied irrigation acreage still has some form of rotation schedule, and that
rotation schedule is generalhy flexible for flow rate.

The water-delivery schedulaes are defined by the following characteriics:

Frequency (HDw often the water arrives?);
Rate (How much water flows per unit of time?);
Duratiou (How long is the flow rate delivered?);
Timeliness (Does the water arrive when the crop needs it or the farm
can use it?).
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There are three important points to consider in scheduling water-delivery. First, the fact
that an irrigation project has adopted a certain schedule of water deliveries does not
imply that the frequency, rate, duration, and timeliness are equitable or reliable. Those
variables may have uncontrolled space and time differences between outletL It is a
common misunderstanding that a theoretically rigid and simple water delivery schedule
will necessarily be reliable and equitable. A recent survey of 43 canals in Punjab,
Pakistan, indicated that SD percent of the users draw 53 percent more water than assumed
in the design (Bhutta, 1989).

Second, a water delivery schedule does not necessarily imply a specific design. A fairly
rigid schedule of water deliveries to the ultimate turnouts may use modem irrigation
hardware and computerized decision support systems to make the deliveries equitable and
reliable. A primary advantage of using modern design concepts and equipment is that the
operators can choose the degree of fleibility offered at various levels within a system.
In Morocco, for example, many projects are based upon the same design principles, but
there are variations in the delivery schedules.

A third and major point is that a schedule defined at the central offce may never
materialize in the field as intended. For instance, fixed schedules are published and
prominently displayed on boards in many schemes, but farmers ignore those schedules.
It takes more than wishful thinking and a paper schedule to produce results. Appropriate
design, communication facilities and responsive management are require;d Murray-Rust
(1990) states that reality is too often ignored, and "management continues as if the tasks
can be (and are) undertaken."

Location of Decision Makdig

Clemmens (1987) descnrbes various water delivery schedules, with their intended
frequency, rate, and duration. Traditional delivery schedules (Warabandi and most
rotational schedules) have very little or no fleibility buflt into them. They do not
attempt to match water deliveries to crop needs; rather, the farmer must match his
planting and management to the water deliveries The stated objective of these rigid
schedules is to obtain equity through simplicity, although poor design, maintenance and
operational problems may not achieve the objecti The decisions are made at the
central office; even if there is feedback from the field, the delivery system is rarely
capable of responding or changing rapidly.

New irrigation projects are generally built with the stated objective of delivering water
according to crop water requirements. This objective implies a delivery schedule with
more lexibility than a simple rotation. As a minimum, the frequency (and sometimes the
duration) of irrigations must be adjusted throughout the growing season in order to
properly refill the soil moisture reservoir as the plant matures and the weather changes.

There are two fundamentally divergent opinions among irrigation experts designing an
effective delivery system with flexibility needed to match crop water requirements:

* A top-down approach, in which crop water requirements are computed by the
project center and the allocations to users are made via centralized decisions.
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These decisions may be made with the help of computer models (Merkley and
Walker, 1991).

* A bottom-up approch, in which the delivery system is somewhat rponsive to
the requirements of the users themselves (or groups of users), and the project
center does not attempt to predict individual field water requirements. The
center, however, may make use of predictive techniques to anticipate gross flow-
rate changes in the main and secondary canals.

The reason to stress the existence of and differences between the two approaches is that
projects with stated objectives of 'providing water based upon crop requirements' may
have widely varying design and operation assumptions. Therefore, the existence of such
an objective is not by itself evidence of the use of modem and appropriate design.

Review and Discussion of Water-Delvery Schedules

There are different types of water-delivery schedules: rotation schedule, centralized
scheduling, arranged schedule and limited rate demand.

Rotaion schedula

Rotation schedules provide water with no flexibility in frequency, rate, or duration. In
the simplest form of these schedules, a fixed flow rate arrives at a certain point on a
calendar basis (for example, once every one or two weeks) for a fixed duration. In
practice, there are many variations of rotation schedules. Some schemes vary the
frequency or duration of delivery a few tVmes during the season in an attempt to
compensate for different evapotranspiration rates. Most mtation schedules ahways deliver
the same flow rate. This flow rate is rotated among various users (one at a time) on a
lateral, distributary, or tertiary canal until every user has received water for his tun.

The warabandi rotation schedule is common in northwest India and Pakistan. It is well
descnrbed by Berkoff (1990). The warabandi is essentially a rigid water spreading
schedule intended to be fairly equitable. Although the warabandi is a schedule, certain
types of structures such as flow dividers and nonadjustable outlets, have been associated
with it. There is very little or no pretext of flexibility. The water management concept
of the La Jaya irrigation district in Peru (Part 2, Peru) presents some similarities with the
warabandi system of India and Pakistan. It also features on equal distnbution between
sectors and among farmers through rotational schedules and non-adjustable structures.
However, accurate flow dividers, made possible by the large head in the system, are an
important feature that secure the equality of water distibution.

Three important questions dominate the design of warabandi systems of India and
Pakistan. These are.

* What is the water duty? Water duty is defined as the flow rate per gross area
served. The concept of volumetric water delivery, as is found with modern
irrigation projects, is absent.
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* HHow to duze bUman" Iton?. Ihe standard solution is to design a
system that is virtually nonresponsive and nonadjustable (ewvn if adjustments are
needed). This design characteristic has caused pmblems when the warabandi is
instituted in high-rainfall areas; even when it rains it is difficult to close thewater
because this will disturb the rotation.

* How to minmze the sedlmentatlon problem? The solution is to operate the
canals in an on/off mode at near full capacity and designing the canals for non-
scouring, non-depositing velocity. It is reoognized that the siltation problems are
a strong argument in favor of the warabandi system and against the introduction
of unsteady flow regimes. Further discussion on the subject is presented in
Section 7.1 of the report.

In a rotational system every irrigator knows exacty when he should receive water, and all
irrigators understand and share the risks of underirigation The warabandi system is used
successfully in areas where the crops are grains or other deep-rooted crops, the climate
is and or semiiarid, the irrigation is extensive; that is, there is not enough water to provide
full irrigation for ail the acreage, and in many areas fresh groundwater is available to
provide a flexible water supply.

IMI (1989) describes several types of on-off strategies used in rotation schedules during
periods of low flow or low water demand. No special logic could be identified that
governed the application of one concept or another. The four main types observed were:

D Rotation between sub-groups within a tertiay block to accommodate reduced
flows in a tertiary canal that does not allow all subgroups to irrigate
simultaneously. This procedure requires farmer cooperation, but minimal input
from the gatekeeper.

* tRotation between tertiay blocks along a secondary canal that permits a tertiay
block to receive its fill discharge for a shorter time or at longer intervals. This
requires no famer participation, but does require active involvement of
gatekeepes

* Rotation between secondary canals, meaning All tertiary blocks along a reach of
canal receive water simultaneous for a limited period.

* Rotation between successive seasons, where certain areas receive water evey
other dry season but receive enough water to irrigate the entire area during that
season. This approach was tried succesfully in Way Jepara, Indonesia
(Murray-Rust and Snellen 1991) for several years. It requires mutual trust and
strong social coherence. The method is problematic when the water supply
conditions are changing, for example because of interventions in the cathbment.

Another method, found in tank irrigation schemes in Sri Lanka, is the sharing of irrigated
land, the size of which is determined by water availability. This method requires strong
water user associations
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'ne advocates of rotational schedules emphasize their simplicity and implied equity of
water deliveries. These advantages are supposed to compensate for the lack of flexibility.
Hlowever, many irrigation projects in Asia with rotation schedules are designed with
proportional-type on-off structures Such a design may be equitable at fuil fow and with
regular maintenance. In practice the delveries are not equitable because there is always
siltation or erosion in the canals. A canal designed for foil-flow conditions gives very
unequal water distribution at lower flow rates, even if these are only 10 to 15 perent
lower than anticipated. A good understanding of unsteady flow supports this argument
even without verification in the field.

Central scheduing

Central scheduling is a utopdoWg scheduling procedure. It is used in most Asian
countries The central command uses wisdom, assumptions, and possibly unsteady flow
computer models to determine the schedules for water delivery at aU points within the
system. The schedule is not responsive; farmers do not order water. The central
management determines when and how much water is to be delivered. In one sense, it
is extremely simple because there is no need for farmer input Justifications of this
control logic often include the following:

* Water is a scarce resource that has to be distributed equally over as wide an area
as possible. In the absence of market mechanisms, such as price, water has to be
allocated through central decision maing.

- It is difficult, if not impossible, to interact with a large number of farmers or
farmer oranitions.

* The central command has more insight than the farmers in matters such as
irrigation scheduling, cropping patterns, and plant water requirements

Central scheduling procedure is implemented in the form of variable releases at the dam
or diversion site on instruction of the central command, accompanied by instructions to
operators of cross-regulators within the system. There is, however, an important
difference with respect to flexibility-. Many recently built wflexible delivery sstem designs
are flemdble only in the sense that the central command may change its mind about water
requirements and releases. The truly flexible systems in North Africa and the Americas,
however, are flenxble in the sense that the central command can respond (within limits)
to requirements that originate at lower levels.

Tbis difference in the definition of flexibilityu may become clearer when analyzing the
following quotation:

'In practice most irrigation engineering designs are based on a large
number of physical and economical parameters: crops, topography,
hydrology, climate, hydraulics, cost/benefit analysis, etc. The aim is to
meet the varying irrigation requirements for a predetermined assumed
cropping calendar with the highest possible efficienq and operational
fxibility-.Systems with high flexibility and (asmed) high efficiencies
require sophisticated (movable-adjustable) structures and measuring
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devices together with considerable numbers of highly qualified operating
staff' (Horst 1987).

Reading the quotation does not immediately inform the reader whether or not the
"flexibility" is determined at the center or by feedback from the end users. Both methods,
the responsive and dictated, could be described as having the aim to meet the varying
irrigation water requirements. The basic difference between a responsive and a dictated
flexibility lies in the few words 'predetermined assumed cropping calendar". This implies
that the quotation referred to a schedule with a 'dictated' flexibility.

The authors agree that systems with a centrally planned schemes with large number of
manually operated control structures (gates) are indeed difficult to operate. Therefore,
they recommend a different, "responsive, approach to design and operation. An
examination of many modem irrigation systems (for example in Europe, the United
States, and Latin America) shows that it is entirely possible to have a very effective
flexible system without knowing or imposing the cropping pattern.

A flexible operation must respond to local conditions, and therefore operational decisions
should be decentralized as much as possible. For example, as long as a main canal is
operated to provide water to the secondary canals (expressed in terms of flow rates
needed for various durations, as requested by the operators of the secondary canals), the
operators o the main canal don't need to understand the details of how-the secondary
operatr:s arrived at their particular request.

In soane cases central scheduling may be justified, especilly when water is scarce. The
use of computer models, remote monitoring and good communication can indeed provide
substantial improvettient. Unfortunately, more often the top-down decisions are based
upon incorrect information (both hydraulic and agronomic) and are not passed down to
the system operators in a timely manner. Also, the control structures in the system do
not provide the flexibility and accuracy to implement the required changes.

Arranged schedde

The most common water-delivery schedule to farms using modem on-farm irrigation
technology is the arranged schedule. Water requests are made for a specific date, a
specific fow and a specific duration. Sometimes restictons on the maximum flow apply.
The schedule requires good communication between the water user and the irrigation
agency, and a lexible delivery system. Water requests are usually required 24 to 48 hours
in advance to arrange delivery. In most systems, the farmer is not allowed to change the
prearranged flow rate or duration for that event, although the farmer may order another
combination of flow rate and duration for the next irrigation. In more flexible systems,
the farmer can personaly open and close the turnout (at the prearranged time) and may
be allowed to shut off early if some advance notice is provided to the irrigation project.
Arranged schedules in a water-short situation require the allocation of volumetrc water
quotas to the individual farmers or farmer groups.

Arranged schedules are often linked to volumetric water charges. In that case individual
field turnouts must be metered, because each field may receive a different volume of
water. Arranged schedules are the predominate delivery schedule in California and in
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most projects in Mexico, Colombia, and North Africa. Arranged schedules are not limited
to large fields. The schemes in the above countries have a wide range of field sizes. In
California, for example, some districls have an average field size of close to 5 hectares;
in other districts the average field size is 50 hectares.

Limited rute demand

Limited rate demand refers to the schedule provided to urban homeowners for domestic
water supply. There is no need to make any request for water, it is available at all times.
The maximum flow rate is limited, however, by the size of the line servicing individual
homes.
In agriculture, there are very few such systems, except private wells. This schedule needs
very flexible water-delivery systems that can respond automatically to starts and stops of
turnout flow rates. In some cases, the project management may require an advance
notice before the water is turned on (but not before shutting it off), so that the project
authorities can make sure there is sufficient capacity in the distnbution systemL Two
examples of the limited rate demand schedule are the Canal de Provence in southern
France and the Tranquillity Irrigation District in the San Joaquin Valley of CalifomiL
In Provence, the water is distributed thrugh low pressure pipes to hydrants at the farm
boundaries. In Tranqullity, the system is very old, with level-top canals, and almost all of
the on-farm irrigation is done with furrows.

It is unrealistic to expect that most existing irrigation systems can be modified in the near
future to provide a limited rate demand schedule; in most cases the costs are too high.
Furthermore, most farmers and small groups of farmers can work well with a flexible
arranged schedule, especially if they are given some latitude regarding early shutoffs.

Intensive Compared with Extensive Irrigation

A key issue, the planner must address, is the intensity of irrigation. The question is
whether the project should be designed to meet the peak water requirement of only a
part or of the entire project area. The problem transcends the scope of engineering and
is strongly influenced by economic and social considerations. Extensive systems are more
costly to build and to maintain. However, the irrigation service provided to end users is
often Umited to only two to three irrigations per season. Therefore, the increase of crop
production may not sufficient to pay for the cost of investment and operation of extensive
systems. In reality overextended systems often shrink as government withdraws from
operation and maitenance. On the other hand, extnsive systems often have less
problems with waterlogging and salinity, and provide incentives for conjunctive use of
ground and surface water. I extensive systems are bilt for social reasons then the
question of cost recovery and maintenance costs need to be addressed at the beginning
and should be considered, at least partially, as a permanent social subsidy. OED (1993)
proposes specific studies to decide on the optimal command area to be irrigated from a
given source.

Smallzolden agricultu and co4junctiv use

Traditionaly, the irrigation systems in northern India and Pakistan have been built for
drought protection. Water was spread aver a very wide area. The volume delivered was
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only about one-third of the total requirements. Proportional distnbution systems and
rotational delivery (warabandi) were widely used. Is there any need to modernize these
schemes?

Berkoff (1990) believes that in those areas of northwest India that are underlain by frsh,
shaDow groundwater, there is no need to make the water available on an arranged basis.
His assumption is that makdng water delveiy responsive to users requests would make the
system unmanageable. He states that:

The first step must be to gain control since otherwise no management is
xossible. To achieve control, trade-offs may be necessary between the
ability to respond and manageability. Since water is scarce relative to
land, the objective must be the conjunctive use of all water resources,
defined here as the optimum use of surface water, goundwater and
rainfall under conditions where the only significant practical public
intervention is the way that water is distrbuted in time and space in the
surface system. Management is thus the key, in large surface systems, to
the use not only of surface water but also of rainfall (the largest resource
in quantitative terms) and groundwater (the most valuable resource, given
the control it allows the farmer). It may also be an important contnbuting
factor to resolving drainage problems which in the east (of India) can be
the dominant constraint and which in the west must be resolved if
irrigated agriculture is to be sustained over large areas underlain by saline
groundwater.3

In other words, Berkoff argues that flexibility will be provided through groundwater use,
whereas surface water will be strictly controlled and managed by a central authority on
a rotational basis. This idea has merits for the specific combination of arid ent
fresh shallow groundwater, and smaholWer fanming. However, Berkhoff might have
overlooked that with better technology and organization the maagement dfiemma can
be solved.

Snallho.dUr agriculre and storage schemes

In areas without access to shallow groundwater it may be pomble to provide arranged
schedules to individual fields, even with limited water supply and smallholder agricuture.
The requirements are:

* Upstream storage capacity of sufficient size.

* Reliable deliveries on the basis of fixed annual or seasonal water allocatims
agreed upon by the irrigation agency and the water user association.

* An appropriate water-control system at the main and secondary level that alows
flexibility in frequency, rate, and duration at these upper levels. he final
watercourses may be operated with less flexibility, but stil on an arrnged
schedule.
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* An effective water user association, with well-defined rules and a means of
enforcing those rules. Employees of the farmers must actually make water
deliveries.

* lDeliveries systems that do not require much cooperation between farmers and
prevent interventionLs. This presents a strong argument in favor for delivey
through low-pressure pipes or lined watercourses.

A good example of such an arrangement is the Datta Water Distnbution Cooperative
Society of the Mula Irrigation Project, Ahmednagar in Maharashtra (Lele and Patil,
1993).

Commercial agniculture

Conditions are different in commercial agriculture, where fields are large enough to justify
accurate water measuring devices. In the western United States there are many irrigation
schemes that provide water on an arranged schedule even though the water supply is
limited. Operation is based on the following principles:

- Th1e total volume of water, likely to be available over the season to the district,
is known by aU and distributed to individual farmers in accordance with
established rules and water rights. The risks associated with inaccurate estimates
are shared equaDly by all

- Water deliveries are volumetrically metered.

- Farmers decide on all aspects of irrigation within the irrigation dist , in
particular for not exceeding their quota.

- High flexibility of water delivery allows farmers to apply water in accordance with
the needs and constraints of farm operations

* Groundwater is used extensively to suppleniit surfacewater supplies in drought
years. The aquifers are artificially recharged during wet years or whenever surphs
water is available. Almost all farmers operate individual wells.

Design Concepts for Final Distribution

Two different concepts influence the design of the final distnbution systemi (1) flw rate
and (2) volume. Extrmely important, yet sometimes subtle, differences aist wen
these two concepts. The implications for design and management are substantiaL

Nlow rate

Designing for a flow rate is the predominant design concept in Asia, the flow rate forms
the basis for most systems using a rotation water delivery schedule. Ie concept assumes
essentially steady flow conditions and addresses only one aspect of iigation design, that
of canal capacity under mammum flow conditions. However, unsteady flow canditions
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always occur, regardless of what the initial design assumptions arm. The design does not
adequately address the following important issues:

* Lag time, that is the delay between making a flow-rate change at one part in a
canal and the arrival of that change at a point downstream.

* Fluctuations of flow at turnouts.

* Operational storage

* A control strategy, appropriate check structures and communication systems to
allow for control of unsteady flow.

The concept of designing and managing an irrigation project for a certain fow rate
(rather than volumetric deliveries) is one of water spreading. The farmer has no choice
but to adapt to the water delivery system, rather than vice versa. This may be a justifid
decision under certain conditions, especially with run-of-the-river schemes (Berkoff,1990),
but more often it reflects a design concept with little concern for agronomic and on-farm
irrigation requirements

The term "water duty" is frequently used in connection with the flow rate. The water
duty is a design criteria which relates an area to a flow rate (for example 400 acres/cusec
in India, or perhaps 0.4 literssec/ha in other countries). Of course, all irrigation
conveyance systems must be designed for some maximum capacity. But for operation the
water duty is only important a few times of the year, such as during land preparation for
rice cultivation and during periods of peak evapotranspiration. Some designers, howeer,
seem to assume that the scheme is operated at the water duty throughout the year.
Therefore, their design tends to ignore structures and capacities for proper control
operation at less than full capacity.2

Velmetic supy

A water-distribution system intended to provide water volumes to individuals or groups
of farmers at appropiate times, durations, and flow rates is approached from an entirely
different perspective. For maximum on-farm effectiveness, farmers must apply
appropriate volumes at frequencies and durations to match their specific labor-soil-crop-
r.igation syst':nm As mentioned earlier, this does not mean that farmers need tc nave

water available on demand. An arranged schedule or a modified rotation schedule can
often be quite sufficient. The major difference is that by designing fDr voi..metric deliver-
ies a designer must allow for a relatively larger capacity of the canals in the lower parts
of the system, unsteady flow conditions in the main canals and two-way communication
between farmers and operators Volumetric delivery generally implies some type of water
billing based upon volume delivered. In most cases, volume is determin z1 by recording

3 ihe wambandi symuy can indeed y oprtd at dfli capcy, an in war Mt pesio ort u
imes of kw r dial They ae aherefue deaipd widbct egul ain mu. re drawbck of dis pctc am
uceepabbloqg inerva between iao and unavidablchuag of Xb deats was levde l dused in Chl_r 4,
Cetal schedlding.
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a certain discharge for a period oE timec In more advanced systems, totalizing flow meters
are used.

The different approaches of determining the canal capacity lead to vastly diffeent resiults
as can be seen in figure 1 below. Relative canal capacity (flow rate per area served) in
typical North African, French, and U.S. schemes increase. as one moves downstream.
These designs are based on the volume concept and recognize the need for fieibility.
They are recommended for responsive systems. In most Asian projects, which are
designed on the water duty, the relative canal capacity decreases as one moves
downstream, since only seepage losses were considered.

Figure 1 Design capacity of canals and pipelines vs. area served in different design
concepts
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Note that the values in Figure 1 are relative, but a flow rate/area of 2.0 represents the
apprximate continuous, unstressed water requirement, induding losses, for a relative area
of 50 (no units).

Detenmwaon of o-farm regquiremn

Two different ideas need to be combined in modelm on-farm irrigation,scheduling:

* Determination of the rate at which the soil moisture is depleted by the crop.
* Determination of the proper frequenc, rate, and duration of the actual water

delivery to the field.
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Most of the literature on irrigation scheduling considers only the first item. Numerous
books, papers, and research reports discuss methods to determine the evapotranspiration
(EI) and the soil moisture balance. In practice, operational plans which depend upon
these factors as the only basis for daily water deliveries perform poorly. Why is this so?

The answer lies in the neglect of the second item. Skilled irrigatoms know that in reality
the irrigation method itself may be more important in deciding the proper irrigation
frequency and duration. Knowledge of factors such as water application rate, soil water
intake rates, and labor constraints, in conjunction with knowledge of soil moisture
depletion, is needed to determine the proper irigation schedule. These conditions
change frequendy, they also vary from farm to farm and field to field.

In theory, an operation plan can be developed in which centralized computers monitor
climatic conditions and estimate evapotranspiration throughout an irrigation district
Water can then be released into the project based upon that estimate. However, this
water management by the central authority rarely if ever matches the on-farm needs
because the estimate of evapotranspiration is only one piece of information that must be
used to determine the proper frequency, rate, and duration of irrigation of an individual
field or a farm. In practice, even simple soil moisture observations by trained farmers
before and after irrigations can be used to determine proper irrigation frequencies and
durations, without ever having to calculate an evapotranspiration value.

A practical technique for controling irrigation in advanced and developing counties
involves a simple steel probe. With adequate experience it can be used to follow the
penetrating wetting front when irrigatingwith furos or sprinkler or to detect under- or
oserirrigation when using border strips or basin irrigation.
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This chapter introduces some basic concept needed to selct thewater-control mthod
and hydraulic equipment durng the desip proces It is not intended to presaet a
comprehensive description of the dfferent control methods and hydraulic equipment used
in canal regulation and piped distribuion. Tbe reader is refere to a recent
Intemational Commission on Irrigation and Drainage publication (,Goussard, 1993) and
for a general intmduction to an audiovisual progrm produced by the World Bank
(Plusquellec, 1988). Part II of this paper includes a brief description of the application
of different water control methods in a variety of projeoct throughout the world. Annex
1 summarizes characteistics of the major control methods and their accompanying
structures. Advantages and disadvantages are listed, as wet as application and design
notes.

Three elements together define the water-control method: the control strategy, tbe
hydraulic equipment, and the layout of the ditrbution system. TrIee facts are particular
important:

* There is no such thing as 'best water-control strategy. The slection of the
strategy is the result of a desigp proces as fiuh cxplained in the noet chapter.

* The same hydraulic equipment can be used for different control methods. It is
important to fiuly understand the inteaction of different structures under
unsteady flow condidons.

* The layout and sizing of the distrition system have profund influnce on the
water control method. Approprte design greatly icreases an iigation system's
capacity to provide flexible service.

Water Control Strategis

Several control strategies are being used in irrigation schemes tbroughout the world:

* Proportional control
* Adjustable flow-rate control
* Upstream control
* Downstream control
* Remote monitorng
* Remote control

The list is not complete because each method incs seveal sub tions. For
example, pmportional control may be nonadjustable or adjustable. Dovnsrem control
may be centralized or local, and local downstem control may be on soping or level-top
canals or pipelines. The tem 'upstream contr describes a control method that
maintains a constant water level upstream of a check structure or, less frequently, a
method that maintains a constant flow tbrough the check structure.

No control concept is optmal for al conditonL For example, under crtain nditions
it is possible to provide flexbk water deliveries with upstream control (assuming that
some tail-end spl is allowed), although upseam control is usuaRy aociated with rigid,
top-down water delvery. Examples include the mperial rrigaion Distrct m California
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and the CoeDlo scheme in Colombia. A deild dicussion of the different strategies
would cxeed the scope of this paper.

Seeral points are worth mentioning, however, because they are frequently overlooked.
First, selection of appropriate water-wcontrol methods can have two veiy significant effects
on day-to-day operation. Certain control methods elminate the need for advance
scheduling of water deliveries, the need to know exactly the flows at various locations in
canals, the determination of lag time, and the estimations of seepage and canal
conveyance losses. Downstream control methods such as constant volume control on
level-top canals (BIVAL), downstream control on sloping canals (ELFLO, CARDD) or
dynamic regulation (Canal de Provence) greatly siplipfy canal operations. Moreover,
appropriate equipment selecdon will automatically stabize flows and water lvels, thus
eliminating the burden on the operators of having to adjust constantly the gate positions.

Second, canal regulation can be considerably improved even without investing in new
equipment and communication systems by introducing suitable control strategies.
Upstream control often requires the operator at each control structure to maintain a
certain flow through the gate in accordance with a predetermined schedule. A better
term for this control method is 'adjustable flow-rate controL Such control method is
very difficult to manage under unsteady flow conditions with frequent changes in demand
and supply. Even under fairly stable conditions it requires exlt communication and
good calibration of structrs In contrast, maintaining a constant water level at a check
structure is relatively simple, cven with manual operaton, and does not require preie
calibrations. Maintaining a constant water level at a check structure will result in
constant flow rate through the turnouts loated upstream The flow through the check
structure should be less important to the individual operator because he cannot influence
the overall water supply to the system. For the system management at the head gate it
would be sufficient to get feedback on flow conditions fom the operator of the last
structure or from any intermediate reach if the arnivig flow is insufficent to maintain the
desired water leveL

Hydraulic Equipment

The main types of equipment used for regulation and control in irrigation systems are:

A. Equipment specfic to canal systems

(1) Hand or motor-operated gates
* Overflow gates as cross-regulators

e FDeed composite (combination overflow and through-flow).
* Adjustable composite structures (adjustable through-flow)
* Vanous geometres (stright weirs compared with duck-blcled weirs).
* Various degrees of submergence
* Adjustable weirs
v Eshboards (wooden timbers used as an adjustable dam).
* Drop-leaf gates

* Undershot (orifice-type) gates as cross regulators.
* Multipl slide gates.
* Single slide gates.
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* Radial gates.
* Power supply, electric controflers, motors.

(2) Automatic water level control

* Self-regulating gates
e Balanced gates operated by countcrweights
* Balanced gates operated by controUed leak systems
* Float operated gates (AML, AVIS, AVIO, mined ty)

* Automatic motor operated gates
* Conventional motor operated gates as under (1)
* Gates with automatic controDers and feedback of water level, either

electromechanical or with microprocessor.

(3) Flow rate control
* Proportional flow dividers, fixed or adjustable.
* Manual

* Manual gates plus dks measuring flume
C Calibrated manual gate plus u/s water lvel controL

* Automatic.
*Modular distnbutor with or without u/s water level control,
*Motor operated gate plus micprocssorwith feedbackofwaterlevel
ower d/s weir or flume
*Motor operated gate plus microprocessor with fecdback of u/s and d/s
water level and gate opeig.

(4) Measuring equipment
D Gate position sensoms
D Water level sensors.
D Flow measuring systems

*Flume or weir phls level sensor.
Calbrted canal section plus ultrasonic velocimeter, level sensor and
microprocessor.

* Cahlbrated gate plus level sensor, gate position sensor and
microprocessor.

* Interfaces, analog-digital or digital-analog, for display, processing or transmion.

B. Eqipmet sped to pipe sgstems

(5) Isolating valves
* Hand and motor operated, mainly gate or butterfly valvs

(6) On-line flow or pressure control
* Manually operated valves (gate, butterfly, neede, multijet types).
* Automatic valvesw

* motor operated valves as above plus m procors with feedback
of pressure or flow rate.

* self regulating pressure reducers

(7) Discharge or water level control at free suface head brae or distbution
stmctures
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'Manually operated vaves (as above plus self-centering disc and cyindrwil tps)
*Automatic:

* Motor operated valves as above plus microprocessors with feedback
of pressure or flow.

* Float operated valves (cylindrical, self-centering disc, flap, various
designs with hydraulically balanced shutters) for level control only.

(8) Discharge control at farm outlets
* Discharge limiting device.
* Gate valves, Californian valves, butterfly valves
' Constant discharge valves.

(9) Safety equipment
* Pressure relief valves.
a Air exhaust and air inlet valves.
* Automatically closing valves:

* Butterfly valve combined with locked counterweight and velocity
sensor acting on the lock

• Buoyant plug-type valve to be instafed over bottom outlet to vertial
pipe.

(10) Measuring equipment
- Valve position sensor.
- Pressure sensor.
- Flow measurement devices:

* Differential pressure sensor plus diaphragm or venturi
* Electromagnetic, ultrasonic
3 Calibrated control valves plus pressure sensor, valve position sensor

and microprocessors.
• Volumetric meters, propeller meters.

C Communication and data processing equipment

(11) Equipment for data processing and system manag t
' Microcomputers and industrial minicomputer.
* Peripherals (keyboards, VDUs, mimic boards, printers, mass memories,

terminas)
a Software ( system management, decision support, control communication)

(12) Communication equipment
e Communication lnks between master, relay and remote staition via cable,
fiberoptic, radio, microwave or infrared.
' Communication interfaces at remote stations.

D. Stale

(13) Reservoirs for volume control
' In-anal storage
' T-line reservoirs
* Off-canal reservoirs
' Service area reservoirs
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The designer must fully understand the functions and the interaction of all ecuipment
under different flow conditions.

Scheme Layout

The layout of the system will be largely determined by the relation of land and water
resources, topography, and economic considerations. The question of intensive versus
extensive irrigation has been discussed in Chapter 4. The design should incorporate, as
much as possible, features that facilitate operation and provide flexble irrigation service:

* Use of low-pressure pipes instead of canals for tertiary distnbution.
* Extra capacity in canals and pipelines (Gezira, Sudan).
* Buffer reservoirs and on-farm reservoirs (southern China, Friant-Kern Canal in

California, Kano project in Nigeria, Jaiba and Manicoba in Brazil).
* Low level canals for privately owned low-lift pumping (Egypt and other delta

regions).

The source of water may be uncontrolled or controlled. Simple run-of-the-river schemes
with headworks that merely divert water into canals without controlling the diverted flow
are called uncontroled. These schemes are difficult to operate. Safety demands that
such canals run low with ample freeboard, because the flow rate may change
unexpectedly. With improved canal regulation, the same canals can be run at higber
capacity since the emergency freeboard requirement can be reduced and planned
operational spillage permitted.

Many projects are operated as nrun-of-the-river' schemes, although there might be other
alternatives. Frequently diversion schemes are located downstream of storage dams which
can release water on an arranged schedule. The lag time between the dam and the end
of the project can be partly or wholly compensated by:

* Storage in buffer reservoirs or large canals
* Development of mathematical transfer functions that allow operators to better

predict the downstream effects of various dam disharge (for example, Coteaux
de Gascogne, France).

* Centrlized control of cross-regulators to reduce the lag time of the system to the
lag time of one canal reach (for example, the California Aqueduct).

* Appreciable operati --al spillage.

Schemes that are located downstream of hydroelectric power plants must accept water
releases determined by power generation requirements rather than by irrigation require-
ments. Therefore, the design of the distribution system requires special considerations.
If possible, afterbays should be built to make the irrigation system manageable (e-g Tadla,
Morocco). If that is not feasible the preferable option is to provide some type of in-
scheme storage. A good example is the so-called 'melon-on-the-vine' design which is
widely used in Southern China and consists of a large number of medium sized reservoirs
and thousands of farm ponds.

One conclusion of this brief overview is that it is not enough that designers of irrigation
schemes have long-term profesional experience, what is also requied is imagination and
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up-to-date skflls. Technology is constantly developing; the electronic age has entered the
irrigation sector. Increased client orientation, resource and economic constraints wiln
require more efficient and responsive irrigation schemes. Engineers, like membens of any
other profession, must keep their skills sharp and have to undergo constant retraini g and
upgrading in order to provide designs that can meet present and future requirements.



6. CONCEPTS OF IRRIGATION DESIGN

Classical Approach to Irrigadon Desigp

The classical approach to irrigation design tends to concentrate on various physical
components such as dams, drop structures, canal lining, canal slope, and standard check
structure without considering their interaction. The approach relies heavily on textbooks
or manuals. The focus is on the structural details of the various components, proper
analysis of stresses and moments, the types of nuts and bolts, reinforcement and so forth.
Also important are the local availability and costs of materials and labor. The function
and the performance of a particular structure can be fairly accurately determined if the
construction is done according to the designL Such a design contains few unknowns, the
task is well within the experience of most civil engineers, who are often not concerned
with the overall "game plan" of the project

In rehabilitation projects, traditional engineers might typicaly replace the canal banks
with concrete lining without examining the need for a different flow-rate capacity or
different regulating structures. They might also replace aging wooden structures with
concrete and steel gates, without investigating the need and the possibility for operational
changes.

The traditional approach to irrigation projects design seeks to maintain the status quo;
it is not tremendously innovative nor is it much concerned with the eventual operation
of the system. Mechanical and structural integrity analyses are emphasized. he
approach to designing an irrigation project is similar to designing a building or a roadway.
A steady-state flow is assumed for the purpose of designing canals and structures. This
is not to say that proper structural integrity is not important. What is also needed, in
addition to an examination of the statics and dynamics of the structures, is a detailed
examination of how the structures perform jointly within the overall operational plan,
especially where modem operations calls for variable flow conditions.

In some countnes and institutions, there is considerable pressure on engineers to conform
and to avoid innovative designs. Innovation, by its nature, involves risks. Many engineers
avoid risks that may results in failures, entailing sanctions such as the transfer to some less
attractive posts. Innovative designs require new construction technques and new
procedures, but most of all openness to new ideas and client orientation. This attitude
must be supported from the highest ranks of the irrigation administration.

Evolution of the Design Thought Process

To produce a good final product, engineers must follow a certain evolution in their
thoughts and in their perception of the design task. Table 6-1 desribes the various steps
in this evolution and the associated requirements. It is unusual for a person to
simultaneously master all the steps. There are many irrigation designers who are fully
competent in the first and second step, but relatively few who have gone beyond. Those
who have progressed beyond the fifth step are no longer very competent in he first step,
because they no longer deal with the details of structural design.
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Table 6-1. Evoktion of Irrgation Project Designsr

Stp Dsip Th& ROV16fMO

Fist aCuical stnrctunl deip Degme I engineerig; mwm to delgn handbook

Second Functionality of dsip Some undetanding of uteady flow abilIty to comnprehend the [ncion
and pulpal. of v u control deies indedlug memcled pipielns;
same fidd obseation to verify the ctua funcion of each component.

lhird Robustnew, veriration Exposure to a wide vadey t sotucu; good undetanding of flow in
of equity open channels; a deep appreciatio for impipdty; underanding of the

diffaence and Importance of water-lvel control in some cases and bow-
rate control In otUh.

Fourth Eae of opertion Good undemtanding of and eperience with opeon of muldple
strucurs with untead Dow; extensive exposure to a variety of
opendonal procedures and stuctus, bowaer, a detied knowde of
unteady Glow equations i not nmarjr, sympathy for barried operatom
and brmem

Fifth Consideration of water Exposure to broad sue In water mnagement; undustanding of true
balance and quality isues definitions of rtigption efflciency at various lves within a hydrologic
in the hydroloic bain bain.

Final Recognition of typicai fEeience nd ciical uations of one's o previous desn;
desg errors expce with oprtion of Irigtion p , including lmpatdal *nsJ

of antdpated operation in contrast to actua opeaton and costraints.

It is bad practice if "standard or type designs' are inappropriately used or transferred from
one scheme to another. Any good design necds a certain amount of site specific
solutions. An expeenced designer will consider explicitly all or most of the foLowing
aspecs:

* Sizing of canals
= Functionality of control stuctures
* Robustness of design
* Ease of operation
* Water use efficiency
* Pipelines for final distnbution
* Field application methods

Sizing of Canals

An important question should always be asked when designing a main canal system Is it
a design for a conveyance channel or for a canal that wi distnbute water under unsteady
flow conditions? Both designs may have the same lining, slope, and cross-secto The
difference between the two is that a conveyace canal just passes water from one end to
the other with little need for regulation to control water levels. A canal designed for
unsteady flow operation requires operational procedures and stuctures whichwill ensure
reliability and responsive control for a variety of flow conditions.

A 'water duty' or a certain flow per area is one way of detemining canal capacity at the
design stage as discussed in Section 4.5. In modern irrigation design it is not used for the
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sizing of canals since the operational target is to deliver certain volume of water at a flow
rate that matches the needs of the dients. The question is, how can the proper size of
an irrigation canal or pipeline be determined if the water duty is not used? Several
aspects must be considered:

Operational storage

The size of a canal should not just consider the flow rates at some level of demand and
delivery flexibility but should also provide some operational storage. Flows must be
changed and routed from one offtake to another but changes of the flow rate do not
occursimultaneously at all points along the canal reach. Operatorscannot be everywhere
at the same time, so the canal sections must often provide some buffer storage to
temporarily store some volume between changes in deliveries. Of course, if the canal
water levels are designed to fluctuate to provide operational storage, the offtakes must
be designed to pass a nearly constant flow, even as the supply pool water level varies

Sht-off cpabilty

Canal cross sections should be large enough to provide some storage in case of
unexpected closure of tumouts. An example is the Imperial Irrigation District in
Califonia. Lateral canals were originally not designed for much flexibility in fiequency
and flow rate. The cross sections became smaller from the inlet (large) to the tail end
(small). Recently the district introduced a more flenxble schedule. Farmers are free to
shut off their deliveries at any time they desire. The changes of the operational
procedure required that the tail ends of the canals be enlarged to handle the possible
large flows. The cross seclion at the tail are now similr to the head end. Additional
interceptor canals are provided at the tail ends to pick up the spfll and divert it to buWiir
reservoirs for later use in canals at lower elevations.

Prombablty of demnd

A flexible delivery system must be designed to provide water on days that farmers want
to use the water. Such a system requires a larger canal capacity in the lower areas than
needed for a strict rotation schedule, because several farmers may want to irrigate
simultaneously. Several design strategies have been developed for sizing canals with
varying levels of congestion. The formulas consider the number and size of the turnouts
downstream in relation to the constant theoretical demand. In addition, these
computations must consider the possility that farmers may not irrigate at specal hours
or on weekends. The most widely used of thcse formulas was developed by Clement
(1965).

Condusion

The typical sizing procedure that accounts only for water duty is not sufficient for
modern, flexible design. The design of canal and pipelne capacities at any point must
consider:

* Turnout size.
* Number of turnouts downstream.
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* Actual gross flow rate needed for continuous irrigation (that is, the water duty).
This may be based on evapotranspiration rate. or simply on some percentage of
evapotranspiration which depends upon the degree of underirrigation built into
the project.

* ?Probability of changing to crops with higher irrigation requirements.
* Probability of congestion (that is, the probability of not having enough capacity

in the canal to provide the flow at a turnout when needed).
* Operational storage.
* Capacities required at the lower end of canals to handle flow-through of water

that has been rejected at upstream turnouts, or installation of side weirs on the
canal banks to discharge rejected water into drainage systems or recycling
reservoirs.

A high density of tumouts is critica because it reduces the need for cooperation among
farmer and it increases the command area by ensuring water delivey to all critical points.

Functionality of Control Structres

The first step in the professional evolution of an irrigation designer is to increase the
understanding of how a parficular structure interacts with other stuctures it its vicinity.

Location nd intercion of studwes

Three common problems relate to location and interaction of structures

* Many conventional canal designs have too few checkc structures to ensure
adequate water-level control at outlets. Thus, the flow rate through the outlets
varies with time even though it is supposed to remain constant.

* The diflerence in head across stutures is frequently insufficienL Larger changes
in elevation will dramatically stabiie the flow rate at standard underflow
tunouts. Drops across farm turouts ed in some design manuals are
insufficient.

* The designs of ower-level (tertiary, distnbutary, and watercourse) distnbution
systems are frecqundy not based upon sufficient topographical data, with fte
result that the supply system may be at a lower elevation than the destination of
the water.

Oije compared wich weft for trouts

Turnouts (offtakes) at all levels in modem irrigation systems can have three functionsr
(1) on-oft; (2) flow-rate adjustment and control, that is, to maintain a contant, desired
flow rate through the offtake, and (3) flow-rate measurement. Many projects have
oftes suitable for one or two of the functions, but inadequate for the others.
Recommended simple designs include modular distributors, which serve all three functions
and single undershot gates (orifice design), which can be configured to perform all tbree
functions, if enough head is available.
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OfEtake designs that are not recommended are those with web., such as Rominj gatas
(mobile adjustable weirs widely used in Indonesia), especially if they are msociated with
undershot cross-regulators in the supply canal. In this case, a slight change in the water
level of the supply canal will result in a large percentage change in flow through the eir
olftake (see Section 7.5.2).

OrMile compared u'ih weinfor heek sb_ntw

Manually operated check structures (cross-regulators) should indude the hydraulic
advantage of a weir in part or al of the structure. The weir wl minimize the upstream
water-level fluctuation even if there is a moderate change in flow across the structure.

The concept of using weirs in the supply canal and orifices at the offtakes in manualy
operation of canals is very simple and does not require much understanding of complex
hydraulics. Nevertheless, there are many projects designed with exctly the opposite
configuration.

Automaic water kvel cotrol

In many cases (especially on small canals), proper application of hydraulic control
principles and float gates can prvide relatively iensive and sufficiently accurate
contml of water levels. In larger canals electrical, m r or-controlied es are
used which have the advantages of providing precise water4evel control, the abilit of
changing the set points, and the possibility of functioning in response to remote
commands. There are, however, some disadvantages with respct to costs, reiability and
maintenance. The robustness of hydraulic gates sometimes results in better overall water
levels control than with electronic equipment.

Robustness of Desip

Robustness of design denotes the capacity of structures or equipment to perform under
adverse conditions. Robustness is a very important feature under real world conditions,
although it is difficult to define. Designers vith actual operational experience are more
inclined to produce robust designs

Specific control structures that rarely fai

Examples of good robust control structures include the foowing:

* Long-crested weirs (duck-billed or oblique wcirs) Thesestructures are exremely
simple and durable, in parficular, if gates are installd at the downsatrm end to
flush out silt. In Portugal, new irrigation projects are being equipped with long
crested weirs, even though automatic hydrauic gates were used in the past for the
same function.

* Manual radial ptes with side wdrs Thc radial gates are used for large flw
adjustments whereas the side weis, generally with a shorter crest than long-
crested weirs, compensate nonnal flucations.
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* Canml offtakeo md metuag ptes Canal offtaces and metering ptes are
frequently used in old projects in the western United States They serve as
on-off, flow-measurement, and flow-adjustment device. They control the opening
to a short pipe section between the canal and the field; the gate opening and the
loss in head across the gate provide the data necessay to determine the flow rate
from a table. They can supply either ditches or pipelineL They are not to be
confused with the constant head orifice oftakes which have two gates per struc-
ture. Their accuracy is not superb (+/- 7 percent) but they are ver robust.

* Modular distributors. lhese also serve as on-off, flow-measurement, and flow-
regulation devices. They serve as offtakes from one canal to another canal, or
from a canal to a field. Additional advantages include easy flow measurement,
insensitivity to upstream water tevel changes and the ability to lock them at a
specific flow.

Specffc sDudures to avoid

Some poorly chosen devices are still found in new projects and often contnbute to the
impression that water-control structures are ineffective- Examples include:

v Romiij gates. The weir action creates large fluctuations of the flow rate in
offtake with minor changes in the water levels of the supply canaL The World
Bank sector review on Indonesia (ASTAG, 1990) obscrved:

. current design guidelines have favored the adoption of Romnmj gates
because they provide both control and measurement capability in a single
structure Very often the solution adopted has been sluice-gated controls
along the parent channel combined with Rominj-gated offtakes and
outlets. Unfortunately this is possibly the worst of all combinations from
the hydraulic point of view since it is extremely unstable and requires high
construction standards, accurate calibration, and disciplined operation if
correct discharges are to be maintained. Small deviations have a
proportionaly great effect. The reason why this system has persisted Les
largely in the excellent metering potential of the Romninj gate when
considered in isolation. The negative effect on system operational stability
has been overlooked.

* Vertical slide gates as check structures. Slide gates have three disadvantages: (a)
they are underflow gates, therefore the upstream water level tends to fluctuate
widely with smal adjustments; (b) they require considerable force for operation;
(c) they tend to stick in place easily.

* Radial gates as check structres itbout side weirs. This option should be
avoided in manually operated systems. Although radial gates have operational
advantages (less force, lile blockage), but they are basically underfiow weirswith
the same problematic hydraulic features as slide gates.

* Costaut-head oriflce (CHO) offtakes This type of offlake structure can be
found m many schemes throughout the world. The basic hydraulic assumption is
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a stable water level in the supply canal or relatively inignificant fluctuation
between adjustments. Since this is frequently not the case, the adjustments on
the oMftakes must be estimated. As may be observed in virtually all projects in
developing countries, the staff rarely use the CHO gates for water measurements
because of the relative complexity of operation (Plusquellec, 1989).

Ease of Operation

There is considerable debate among irrigation engineers regarding the desirability of
having adjustable structures. Many writers have expressed their preference for
proportional, nonadjustable flow dividers on the grounds that the operation is simple,
understandable, and ensures an equitable division of water (Horst, 1987). Some
structures make it particular easy to veriry the equal distribution of water through simple
visual observation. Anybody, just by looking at these structures, immediately knows the
flow rate or division of the flow rate at the bifurcation point. Devices with special
significance are modular distributors and adjustable proportional division weirs.

Simplification is desirable and often achievable but should not come at the expense of the
quality of irrigation service. There is substantial evidence that reiability and equity are
not necessarily the consequence of using simple stuctures Proper selection of hydraulic
equipment will often greatly simplify operation and maintenance while providing better
irrigation service.

Modem design concepts and equipment can assist the designer to:

* Reduce the amount of information that needs to be generated and transferred
within the system.

i Reduce the number of manual gate adjustments by using appropriate
combinations of fixed and automated structures.

* Create a design that is not affected by imperfectly shaped canals. There is a high
probability that unline-J canal sections wil change due to erosion or siltation.
Lined sections can also change due to siltation, vegetation or accreions of small
shells. Appropriate designs should provide for structures that are simple to
operate and maintain.

* Eliminate the need for any complicated set of daily instructions and detailed
real-time modeling as a requirement for daily operation.

Water Use Effidency

On-farm irrigation and project efficiencies can be meaningless when descnbing total water
use efficiency. Often water is recoverable lower down in the system, but is lost to the
originating area. Assessment of the total water use efficiency requires that the water
balance of the whole hydrologic basin is considered. Two items are parularly important
in this regard:
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* Unlined canals. If unlined or leaky canals recharge reusable groundwater, it may
be better to concentrate on improving irrigation services rather than spending
time and funds on canal lining.

* SpIll. Spills may reduce the project's delivery efficiency, but may not be a loss to
the hydrologic basin. Operational spills are quite acceptable if they enable the
operators to achieve a high degree of flexibility in water deliveries. If the system
is designed to handle spill without adverse consequences, a moderate amount of
spill may actually imprve overal project efficiency by increasing on-farm
irrigation efficiency. Examples of appropriate use of spill are the Coello project
in Colombia and the Palo Verde Irrigation District in California. This argument
should not be used, however, as a 'catch-air excuse pretending that water control
is not important.

Pipelines for Final Distribution

Perhaps the single most neglected option for irrigation design is the pipeline. Pipelines
may be closed, open, or semi-closed, depending upon the situation. Open and semi-
closed pipelines with float valves, permitting the use of non-reinforced concrete pipes
which can be very economical in diameters of 200 mm and larger. Pipeines have
tremendous operational advantages over canals at the lower levels of a distribution
system. Some of the advantages are the following.

D SiSpicity of opeation. Depending on the particular design, pipelines can
provide water without the lag time. Pipelines are ideal for day-only irrigation,
since they remain full of water during the night and are ready for instantaneous
startup the next morning

* No Spils. Closed and semi-losed pipelines have the ability to ransmit pressure,
They automatically match the inflow with the outflow, which can be regulated at
the delivery point. Thus semi-closed systems on steep ground and open systems
on flat ground can be operated without any spill

* Reduced maintenance. Pipelines, because of their [low velocity and turbulence,
rarely retain silt. Weeds do not grow in pipelines. Farm equipment and cattle
do not damage pipelines.

* Less land out of production. No obstacle to farm equipment. Right-of-way is
more easily obtained since alignment is less restricted. This is particularly
important with small fields, where the distnbution canals may occupy a significant
amount of land.

* Increase of the command area, due to the ability to serve areas which are out of
gravity command. Low lift pumps can supply low pressure pipelines from canals
and reservoirs

Unfortunately many new pipeline systems are sized only on the water duty and are mainly
installed because of no seepage and no spill advantages. Small increases in the size of
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the pipe will produce major operational benefits due to increased flexibility of operations
(Merriam 1992).

Fidd AppilaDon Methods

The success of a project may uell depend on the design and selecio of the appropriate
on-farm irription method. ThI is especially true wber more modern techniques such
as gated pipes, drip, or sprinler irrigation are used. But also improved surface irrigation
methods (furrow, border-strips, basins) are sensitive to vmiations of stream fovws and
duration. It is also essential to understand that the on-fim irdgation methods have
specific water-delivey requirements. Consider two examples of inappropriate use of
modem on-fam irrigation technology:

In the Douklcala pmject in Morocco, it was assumed that farmers would share sprinkler
equipment and adopt a specific crop-rotation pattern Ihe choice of sprinklers for
on-farm irrigation was correct because of the topography and soil conditios The
assumption that farmers would share the equipment was incorrect. Each farmer wanted
his own sprinkler line in his small field, which did not conform to the optimum spacing
of the selected sprinkler equipment. As a result, the on-farm irrigation efficiency is
considerable less than expected (OED, 1989).

Many on-farm irrigation improvement programs, supported by external funding agencies,
envisaged the use of modem technology such as in&fared thmeters, neutron probes,
complicated measurements of hydraulic conductivity, etc. as means to improv irrigation
efficiency. Such technologies are rarely used in production agriculture, cen in areas with
vanced iigation systems and a long history of irigation imp (e., Calfria,

IsraeL Austra, France). Simple steel probes, as mientioned in chapter 45.3, are more
practi under mact

Judging from experience the authors contend that the perfonnance of on-farm irzigation
critically depends on quality of irrigation service of the main system Table 6-2 descries
the relationships between on-farm water use efficincy and some delivy factor

Table 6.2 Potential Water Use Eficieny with various on-farm irr*gdon methods as
affected by water dveries

W* gwod waw kW coaav Wdw pod now kW cmal

Ofiiam iwd nudo Awgd Rotaion AnWi Rotadan

Spnnkler high not fsibie hN feasible
Uplad cropsurac irngtion modw-igh modlaw maw lw
Rice-large tuout flow high mod-lw modeate bw
Rice-cmali uru flow nmo e low lw kw
Ddp high not fImble hig no feasible

No: "Good war level contr r to a constant mu water lcvd at the tout, threbY g a comnant flow
wte thro the tuouL No uIndrpgo and ao o-ar se iu x uuamoe&
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On-farm irrigation designs are as diverse in their performance as are various water-
delivery designs. The outcome depends not only on the quality of desigp but also on the
management input. Figure 2 illustrates some general relationships. It should be noted
that modem on-farm irrigation techniques such as drip irrigation perform well only with
good management and water-delinery service.

Figure 2 Relative efficienq of on-farm irrigation methods in relation to
management input and design
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Typical Desip Errrs

Extreme simplicity in design and operation has often serious drawbackr. In particular,
many simple and nonadjustable structures wil not function well if the conditions change
on which the desigp was based. Many extremely simple systems are so nigid that the
operational procedures cannot be dhanged when required. Iherefore, design of irrigation
systems must allow for the possibility that the design assumptions are not correct or
change during the life of the project. The design must inlude sufficent flaiblity to
adjust the operation procedure. Murray-Rust and Vermilion (1989) observed the
fotlowing in Indonesian irrigation projects:

* In many systems in east, central, and west Java, even after many years of
operation, data generated during the design process is used without updating
information on the system status.

* In all the systems studied, there have been substantial changes over time in area,
cropping patterns, and system status. This means that assumed design and
operation values are no longer valid.
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* Estimation of water availability for irrigtion. Terc were often grow hydrologcal
errors, resulting in over- or understimation of water avaflability, both during the
year and various seasonL

* 3Estimation of field level demand for irrigtion water. Design assumpdons of field
eE;ciency, cropped acreage, and cropping patters were fnrequetly incorrect.

* Conveyance losses in main and secondary canals. Erors in the estimate of
comrnance losses resulted in water levels throughout the system which were
higher or lower than those predicted during design. When these incorrect
conveyance losses were used in sizing and locating unadjustable structures these
structure were found useless in actual operations.

* Calibration of gates and measuring devices. Simple delivery systems depend on
correct calibration of structures for proper hydraulic performance. There are
serious difficulties in implementing the correct field calibrations.

In another case study of the Tungabhadra project in Kamataka, India. Murray-Rust and
Snellen (1991) found that "..although the design was based on a specific command area
and an assumed value of losses along the canal, post-constrution addition of outlets and
expansion of command area has meant that the total sanctioned water supply and losses
gratly cxceed the design capacity of the main canaL.This type of situation makes
operational targets meaningless.



7. DESIGN ASPECS OF SUSTAINABILITY

The sustainable operation of irrigation projects involv a physal dimension (mante-
nance and prevention of environmental damage), a financial dimension (cost recovery),
and a social dimension (user participation and ownership). Some aspect of all three are
discussed in this chapter to the extent that they relate to the need for improved water
control.

Maintenance of Modemied Schemes

Two major concerns preoccupy irrigation managers when they consider modernizing their
scheme with automatic regulation structure and electronic communication equipment:
removal of silt and repair of mechanical and electronic equipment.

Before the issues are discussed in detail, some points need to be made. Irrigation
agencies and governments have to make serious efforts to address the maintenance
problenm Designing for substandard performance to match substandard operation and
maintenance practices cannot be an option for the future In most projects there is an
urgent need to establish realistic and properly funded maintenance plans (ICID 1989).
Water rates have to be colected and reinvested in the irrigation schemes (OED 1993).
Only if these basic preconditions are in place does it become possible to successfiuly
address the maintenance problems.

Removal of so

There is an inherent conflict between flexible delivery and maintenance costs in run-of-
the- river schemes with high sediment load. Flexible delivery results in unsteady flow
conditions and occasionally low How velocities, thus ireasing siltation. For any system
with high sediment load and some fleibility, there seem to be three options:

* remove the silt before it gets into the canals;
* make it easy to remove the silt from the canals;
* keep the silt in suspension.

Some design modifications may help in reducing the amount of silt that settles in the
distnrbution system. Large desilting basins can be provided at the canal heading. The
entrance to the All American Canal from the Colorado River is a good example of such
a desilting basin. Other less costy alternatives include vortex tubes and tunnel extractors.
The intake of the canal can be designed so that only water from the surface is diverted
(skimming). The Coello Irrigation District in Colombia (Plusquellec, 1989) uses such a
design. In the canal itself£ long-crested weirs can be used with the nose pointed
downstream. Silt will accumulate behind the weir. A gate at the nose can be opened to
flush the silt out; if possible the silt should be diverted back into the river. Observations
in California have shown that long-crested weirs that are silted up to the crest can be
flushed out within a few hours.

Silt removal from within canals themselres can be simplified by making bottoms wide
enough for mechanical clearing and providing good access along the canals, Lined canals
with steep slopes can maintain sufficientvelocities to prevent seimentation (for example,
the Yellow River basin in China).
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Mel at.we of mcodacaid and decdronk eq gmnt

Mechanical and electronic equipment always rcquwes some form of rgular maintenance.
The following aspects of this maintenance must be considered during design:

* Frequency of maintenance. Some structures, such as float-operated gates, only
require lubrication once a year. Electronic contollers require more Erequent
preventive maintenance.

* Qualty of maitee. Electronic controlles require specialized equipment and
staff who must be familiar with the particular devicc. Long-crested wcirs and
float-operated gates require only the *pick and shovel qualification of
maintenance stafL

Anti corrosive protection. Painting can be minimized by specifying aluminum or
fiberglass gates. Corrosion of metal parts can be reduced or eliminated through
the use of cathodic protection or galvanization.

Replacement parts There is a findamental rule with respect to electronic
control equipment in irrigation pmjects avoid making your own electronics
equipment, even though it may look inexpensive. Canals are not research
projects or classrooms. They must work continuously, and if automation
equipment breaks down, the parts must be replaceable immediately. Thi requires
off-the-shelf components of modular design. Eveything must be commerialy
available. Projects that try to develop their own electronic equipment typically
suffer from three problems: (1) the equipment rarely works, (2) when it finally
works, production is behind schedule and the costs are many times higher than
anticipated, and (3) the equipment breaks down more hequently than
commercialy available goods.

A major problem in many irrigation projects is vandalism. The large area covered and
the remoteness of many locations makes it difcut to protect valuable equipment A
solution is difficult. Most promising is an approach combining sanctions, incentives,
creation of a sense of ownership, and education. Senitive equipment should first be
installed in places that offer some kind of protection.

Cost Comparison and Cost Recovery

Economic analysis is an essential part of project preparations. Unfortunately, standard
prcedures of economic analysis, especially the overiding importance assigned to the
economic rate of return (ERR), favor low-cost equipment and strtures because of the
discounting of future benefits. If only the direct cost of traditional and modern irrigtion
equipment are compared, modern concepts may not be considered because of higher
initial costS. The advantages of modern design concepts become evident if the increased
benefits in terms of higher water use efficiency, increase of irrigated area, increase in
quantity and quality of crop production, reduced and more convenient farm labor are
taken into account.
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A realistic comparison must consider the following:

* Total project costs include costs of planning laud acquisition and compenation,
construction of roads and utilities, water diversion or storage, resettlemt,
distribution sstem, pumping stations and drainage. A 20 percent increase in the
cost of a canal or a pipeline may only represent a 5 to 10 percent increase in the
total cost of a project. The substantial increase in water use efficiency and
project performance might well justify the additional expenditures.

* The cost of improved structures and control systems is often relatively minor
when compared with standard improvements, such as canal lining. Furthermore,
sizing canals for increased capacity is also a relatively minor cost when compared
with the total construction cost of a canaL Doubling the capacity of a pipline
increases the costs of the pipe by less than 20 percent and the project costs by
only about 5 %, but provides much-improaied irrigation service.

* Existing irrigation projects tend to have v'verall efficiencies in the range of 25 to
35 percent. This means that 65 to 75 percent of the water is not being
beneficially used on the project. An economic justification of improved water
control must include an estimate of improved efficiency.

X Increased crop yields are perhaps the biggest benefit derived from better water
deliveries. For example, in California the cost of field irrigation improvements is
more than compensated by increased yields or better crop quality rather than by
water savings The same benefit occur in developing countries to an even greater
extend because the improvements are of greater magnitude.

The potential for cost recovery must be realistically considered. If farmers are to be
charged for irrigation, but do not receive reliable and equitable service, it is impossible
o collect water fees. Without improvements in the level of service collection of water

fees to pay off project loans is unrealistic. In a related statement, Bottrall (1979)
remarked:

...despite the desirability of raising water charges, it should be seen as a
secondary issue in terms of sequential actions, first because it is a highly
politicized issue; and secondly because in most cases farmers wil not
become better disposed to the idea of higher charges unless other changes
are made first--the most important of which is an improved water
distnrbution service."

Bottrall continues:

...wherever water is scarce in relation to farmers' demand for it, the most
important of all functions of irrigation project is to ensure that it is
efficiently and fairly distributed. It is only if the main water distibution
system is well operated that many other important management objectives
can be satisfactorily realized (such as on-farm development' work,
improved watercourse and farm-level water management, the introduction
of higher water charges); and it is only then that high returns can be
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obtained from agricultural extension advice and the increased application
of other complementary inputs...."

Although made 15 years ago, this statement descnrbes the actual situation in many
schemes welL In conclusion, the comparison of the total cost of many modernization
projects with the present levels of performance and potential improvements indicate that
there is sufficient economic justification for investment in improved water control systems.

Prtrdpation of Water Users

Most new or modernized irrigation projects include some ldnd of water user association
(WUA) in their organizational structure. Manv studies (Freeman, 1985, Uphoft; 1986)
underline the need for a local intermediate crganization between the irrigation agency
and the individual farmer. The following seo.tion discusses the functions of WUAs with
respect to the water-delivery systems.

Functions of water user assockions

WUAs have important functions in water distribution, fee collection, maintenance,
conflict resolution, and representation of farmers in discussions with public agencies. In
order to fulfill these functions, WUAs must be legal entities that can enter into contracts,
open and operate bank accounts, and sue and be sued. They must have the power to
enforce rules and regulations and control freerides The legal system must protect the
association's right against irrigation agencies.

The viability of WUAs, and their ability to perform their functions, depends in large part
on the reliability of water delivery to individual farmers which in turn depends on reliable
supply from level to level in the system. The interaction between agency and WUA is
of particular importance. Bulk supply, measurement devices and buffer reservoirs which
contribute to reliable water delivery greatly support the functioning of WUAs

Realistically, the immense length of tertiary distribution and field canals or pipelines can
be maintained only through WUAs. WUAs are, thus, extremely important for the
long-term sustainability of irrigation projects.

Water management Jkuctions

It is generally assumed that the water agency will deliver water in bulk to a certain point
in the system. At that point, water distnbution becomes the responsibility of the WUA.
In most cases designers have only vague ideas about how the water distribution within the
WUA area will actually carried out. In fact, it is often assumed that within a WUA the
farmers themselves will somehow personally perform the water delivery. The argument
that control structures must be very simple and easy to understand is often based on the
belief that farmers will actually operate the system.

Farmers must understand the structures and operational procedures if they are expected
to assume responsibility. However, farmers in well managed WUAs do not operate the
distribution gates themselves. They may operate their own turnout in a few cases, but
nothing more. Well managed WUAs hire professional staff for the actual water
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management within their area (Plusquellec, 1991). The members of the WUAs only
agree on the rules and regulations to be followed by the hired employees. Thig procedure
reduces potential conflicts among individual farme Eample of WUAs that hire staff
to manage water deliveries include the Coello district in Colombia, farmer managed
irrigation districts in Mexico, village irrigation teams in China, some water user
associations in India and all the USA. This approach is vasdy difErent from direct
government control where government employees control all lvels of the irrigation
system including the farm leveL

Modern techold and water wer pwcpatoen

Frequently the argument is put forward that automatic water control will limit farmer'
participation and that, therefore, manual control systems should be prcferred. The
assumption is that fanner participation in the operation of larger canals is desirable. In
schemes organized according to the service concept, however, it is not ncesswry that
fanners or farmer representatives interfere with the opertion of the main system. In
successful modern irrigation projects the details of maintenance, automation, and
operation of the larger canal are not dealt with by the water user associations; those are
clearly agency operations in most projects.

The authors of this paper do not argue for complicated control devices at the lwer levels
of distribution in a projecL In most cases, proper bydraulic desip and simple automation
techniques will make significant improvements. Electrically operated gates, computers
and microprocessors may be rquired sometimes, but their use is generl limited to
larger canals. A good design, even with complicated devices, will result in simple nles
for the actual operation at all levels in the system

Reliability of supply and cooperation among farmers

Regardless of the type of the control structures, successful WWUAs require significant
farmer involvement in decisions making on rules of water devr, settling of disputes,
collection of funds, financing of improvements, and maintenance. It is important to
design a distribution system that prevents conflicts over water distnbution and inflexibility
of supply from dominating the business of water user associations.

Reliable water delivery is a key to achieve farmer cooperation. Reliability is not to be
confused with adequacy. Reliability defines the certainty with which water will arrive at
the promised time, in the promised amount, and for the promised duration. It also
considers the magnitude of flow-rate fluctuations. As reliability decreases, the potential
for conflicts increases. Uncertain delivery results in suboptimal utilization of labor and
farm equipment. With very unreliable deliveries, yields begin to decline and cooperation
declines. At that point, farmers begin to look seriously for ways to miniize their
individual loss.

Historically it has been difficult to form a viable water user orpnization with extnsive
irgation at a subsistence firming leveL In Asia many farmen operate On a subsistence
level on very small fragmented holdings and are receivng only exensive irigaio
WUAs are difficult to sustain under these conditions. On the other hand, there are many
examples of functioning WUAs in traditional irrigation schemes with small holdings and
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a scarcity of water. Ibe reaon for the difference is probably the difference in
govemmnce; that is, the social and judki system that enables smalholder and WUAs
to assert their rights



8. THE DEBATE ON MODERNIZATION

The final chapter is intended to contnbute to the debate on new approaches to irrigation
design. First, the reasons for the dow process of transfer and adaptation of modem water
control concepts are examined. Tben, some arguments against modemization are
discussed. Third, a summary of the report with a strong plea for a new approach to
irrgation design is presented.

Reasons for the Slow Transfer of New Concepts

Despite the many advantages of new concepts as discussed in the previous chapters, the
fact is that the adaptation and transfer process of modern technology in irrigation has
been slow. Adverse administrative and behavioral reasons include:

* Pressure from lending organizations to shorten the implementation period.
Project implementation will be delayed if traditional design criteria and standards
are questioned or new concepts tested in pilot schemes.

* The lack of economic pressure on irrigation agencies and contractual motivation
for their consultants to introduce new concepts.

* Resistance to change by irrigation managers, engineers, and others. Risk aversion
and adherence to outdated design manuals.

* Lack of operational experience and service orientation by planners and irrigation
departments. Top-down design and management more often reflects a state of
mind than a technical necessity.

The fundamental cause for the slow rate of technology transfer, however, is a lack of
knowledge of available technologies and a misunderstanding of the nature of irrigation,
in particular:

* A lack of sufficient training at all levels, from the university to the field. Training
needs include agronomic and engineering principles coupled with specific
technical details for designing and operating modern water-delivery controL

* Misdirected pride of individuals, agencies, and countries. This pride results in an
unwflingness to search, examine, and adopt new ideas developed elsewhere. It
also prevents individuals and institutions from objectively analyzing existing local
conditions and performances.

* A lack of understanding of on-farm needs by planners, designers and
administrators.

* A severe lack of well-documented studies on the performance of modem
irrigation schemes, the noteworthy exceptions being J. Merriam (1990, 1991,
L992).
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Dicusion of Arpments aginst Modernizaton

There is hope that the above obstacles can be gradually removed through changed
administrative procedures, appropriate incentive, improved training, study tours, increased
dissemination, and publication. However, some writers have put forward arguments in
support of the view that modem water-control concepts are generally misplaced in irriga-
tion schemes of developing countries. The most fequently heard arguments in the debate
are:

* There is little need for flexible water delivery, the agricultural benefits are
relatively minor.

* Water is a scarce national resource that must be controlled to secure equal
distribution over a wide area.

* Water in run-of-the-river schemes cannot be saved and should be used for
groundwater recharge as much as possible.

* Management skills are the most constraining factors in developing countries and
therefore irrigation schemes should be as simple as possible.

* Modem technology is difficult to maintain and vandalism cannot be controlled.
* Modem technologies and design concepts are too cosdy.

These arguments need to be addressed in more detaiL

SidabWty of modern technology

Burns (1993) discusses appropriate water control technologies for monsoon areas in Asia.
He supports provision of intermediate and on-farm storage, maximum utilization of
privately owned, low lift pumps and the service concept in general. He forcefully argues
against attempts to solve the many problems of large gravity irrigation schemes through
improved canal regulation, adjustable gates, and arranged demand operation, because of
the complexity of irrigation in areas with highly variable rainfall and the inherent rent-
seeking behavior of farmers and bureaucrats alike. His recommendations are: (1) give
up on the myth of just-on-time operation; (2) adopt the structured approach for design
and operation; (3) consider water as a utility for which the privileged have to pay; (4)
monitor performance; and (5) consider the use of lift irrigation technology and interim
storage.

It should be clear that the authors of this publication do not argue for manually operated,
gated systems nor for on-demand operation in extended gravity systems. However, modern
technology and appropriate automation have the capacity to solve many of the managerial
problems of large systems. Although some difference of opinion remains, the authors
agree with most of the other recommendations under conditions described. Several
examples of schemes with buffer reservoirs and individual pumps are presented in Part

Beneits of,fexile water delivery

People contend that there is no need for flexible water delivery. They say that most crops
in developing countries grow well with regular rotational supply and that farmers can
easily adjust their cropping pattern and farming practices to predetermined irrigation
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schedules as long as these are reliable (Perry, 1992). According to them, the additional
benefits of flexible supply are not sufficient to balance higher investment costs and
operational complications.

The argument is valid for flat areas with deep, homogenous soils, uniform cropping
pattern, standard crops, and well distributed rainfall such as in the northern Indian plain.
Many other areas, however, have wide variations in topography, soils, crops and rainfalL
As discussed in Chapter 3, farmers in these areas would greatly profit from fleible water
supplies. In most irrigation schemes the cropping pattern is diversifying rapidly and
farmers, even in the favored plains, are prepared to pay very high premiums for fexible
water delivery from private wells. Farmers in the United States are constantly moderniz-
ing their irrigation equipment and irrigation practices in an attempt to obtain higher yields
and to save labor, not to save water. Higher yields depend on flexible water delivery,
either from the main system or from on-farm storage.

Mawgement of scarce water resourecs

The design logic of extensive irrigation, water spreading and central admiistration,
developed by the colonial powers in India and Pakistan, has served the countries wel as
long as rules were enforced, holdings were sufficiently large and overall demand fbor food
was smaller. It has now being observed that the central administration of scarce resources
often leads to rent seeking and excessive political influence. It has also been observed
that spreading water too thinly increases the costs of production and does not generate
sufficient income at the farmn level to cover operation and maintenance costs. Some of
these problems can be solved if water is treated as an economic good. The notion has
gained acceptance since the Dublin Declaration and is reflected in recent water resources
policy papers (World Bank, 1993). inplementation of the notion demands wide ranging
application of modem technologies for improved water management.

Lack of storage in ruof-die-rver schemes

Irrigation schemes that are supplied through river diversions without internal storage the
only and most valuable storage may be the aquifer. In such cases there is indeed little
need for precise flow and water-level control in the main system except for safEty
purposes. As much water as possible should be diverted during the flood season into the
irrigation area to recharge the groundwater for later use in the dry season. Thi
management concept has been very much refined in China, where people talk about
managing the four waters (Feng and Wolter, 1993). Modem water control concepts are
most valuable in schemes that include upstream reservoirs or substantial buffer storage.

Management sklls as a constraining factor

Horst (1991) is a prominent advocate of the argument that management skills are the
most constraining factor. He argues that irrigation technology with adjustable gates, which
worked well under conditions of strong governance, cannot be sustained because the
management and law enforcement capacity of many developing countries is inadequate.
The suggestion is that the technology must be simplified and that the so-caled stucurd
approach should be introduced, meaning that irrigation systems should be managed only
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to a certain level (distributary level), below which the canals run in an on-off mode and
water is distnbuted through rbied outlets and proportinal dividers

When weighing the argument it may be useful to consider the findings of a recent study
on a medium sized project in Mexico, that produced some insights in the management
capacity of local organizations (van der Zaag, 1992). The scheme is entirely equipped with
adjustable, under-shot gates. Under-shot gates are known for their low operational
performance, they make it difficult to stabilize flows and water levels in the system.
However, the "canaleros" have managed to make the scheme work and to provide good
irrigation services despite the inherent technical deficiencies of the infrastructure.
Adequate financial incentives, technical competence and dedication have contributed to
overcome technical problems. Only recently has the National Water Commission of
Mexico decided to modernize the control system (see Part UI- Mexico).

An in-depth debate on the relative importance of management skills would exceed the
scope of this paper. Even if it is the most important constraining factor, there are other
solutions than simplification of irrigation through the structured approach. With good
design, operations can become easier and more reliable. If assisted by suitable technology
operators will be able to manage water rather than to struggle constantly to avoid spills
and other disasters Actual operation of the structures should be done be hired profes-
sionals, not by farmers. This practice should reduce the shortage of managemcut capacity.

Cost of modern irrigation technology

This issue is discussed in Chapter 7. It is contended that the additional costs of better
water control technology are offset by increased yields and ease of operations
Pre liminary cost comparisons of two modernized schemes in Indonesia and Miico (see
Part II) led to the conclusion that modern control systems do not substantially increase
the investment costs if considered early in the design process. Further detailed case
studies and project monitoring are required to substantiate this hypothesis.

Maintenance and prevention of vandalism will remain a problem as long as the local
population does not relate the new technology to improved services and incr.-ased
production. There is no substitute for good govemance and social control Repair of
equipment will gradually become easier with the development of the service sector and
modular design.

The Case for Modernization

The authors believe that the case for modernization of irrigation systems is compelling.
Low project efficiencies, dismal performance, negative environmental consequences,
premature failures or abandonment, and inequitable and unreliable water deliveries are
well documented. On the other hand, increased world population, lack of new land, and
environmental awareness de'nand that irrigation projects be better-managed and more
productive. The authors contend that a proper blend of education, awareness, and
initiative are the ingredients needed to promote successful moderizatio of irrigation
systems. New desigL concepts, design tools, equipment and comiat systems exist;
progress requires that designers and planners become familiarth sih tools and
concepts and apply them.
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Modem design is a thought process that starts with the definition of the operational plan.
A good modem design makes full use of advanced concepts in hydraulic ngineerdng,
agronomic scienmc, irrigation engineering, economics, and social science to identify the
sinplest components and a workable solution. The design process begins with the
identification of performance obje4;tives and the definition of the operation pln. Modem
design must not be confused with new physical components in a system. Some modem
designs use very simple water-control devices; others may require sophisticated controUers
and communications equipment to achieve a desired level of performanoe. These
component should be selected as a last step in a design process.

The operation plan should be based on a comprehesive or holistic view of the project.
Some of the important factors to consider include the nature of the crop, soil tye water
availability, silt load of the water, climate, technical infrastructure in the region, fumer
skills and cooperation, value of labor, and farm size.

Successful modemization requires an understanding at aDl levels (planners, dedgner,
construction specialists) of the broad objectives and performance standards of irr.gation
projects. The objectives and constraints at the farm Ivel should be of overridng concem
because it is the farmer who has to generate the surplus to makle the project sustainable.
Designers must understand that the farmer can increase production only with reliable
and convenient water supply. In turn they will pay more, if labor for water applcation is
reduced and made more convenient, for example tbrough the reduction of night
irrigation.

The authors strongly argue for a 'bottom-up' approach to design with maximum
participation by users. There are a wide variety of designs concepts, sucturs, methods
of controL and schedules which may lead to many different combinations It is essentially
the user, who has to be satisfiedwith the quality of scrice at the downstrem ends of the
system. Design engineers must be aware of the resource limitations and of the
inplications of their design for maintenance, operation, and flexibility of water use.

Continuous tra;ning of design engineers is crucial to moderniztion Training must be
provided in (1) the need to provide convenient service to clients, (2) modem automation
equipment, and (3) strategies of water controL Cassical structural design (concrete linng
and support structures) is very important, but it is only the basis of a good design.
Designers must have a clear vision of how their product wiml be operated in the field.
They must develop clear operational procedures and should be able to follow their own
instructions in the field, once water begins to flow.

In summy, installation of neweqwpment canimproveperformane only if oators
and designers have a common and well-defined vision of operation procedures and
maintenance requirements, if performance standards are precisely defined at each lvel,
and if there is an appropriate incentive structure.



PART II: NOTES ON SPECIFC PROJECrS

Examples of good, innovative irrigation design that could illustrate aspects discussed in
Part I exist throughout the world and provide lessons for designers and managers. Thi
part of the paper presents about two dozen projects of fifteen countries to illustrate
particularly interesting technical solutions of operation and management problems. A
summary of these projects is provided and common features are discussed foDowed by a
brief description of technical solutions of the individual projects. The descriptions are
based on field notes from relatively brief visits and on material supplied by the respective
project agencies. No systematic detailed performance analysis or design studies have been
done by the authors. Omissions and misunderstandings are therefore possible.

9. MAIN PEATURES

The selected projects represent a wide range of agroclimatic and socioeconomic
conditions, from the arid zone of northwest Mexico, Calfornia, central Sudan, the Nile
Valley, central Iraq, the moderate rainfall zone of northern Nigeria, the coastal plain
along the shore of the Caspian Sea in Iran, to the humid tropics in Malaysia and
Indonesia. Average farm size in all these projects is small (less than 5 ha) with the
exception of the three projects in the United States and the Jaiba project in BraziL

:, all the projes individual farmers enjoy some degree of flexibility in water deey.
In most cases, irrigation scheduling is arranged between farmers and irrigation agencies.
Central scheduling is only used in Egypt, Sri Lanka, and Malaysia, but Egyptian farmers

can use low-lift pumps at any time when their canal is 'on.' In the Muda project in
Malaysia, the recent introduction of low-lift pumps provides better control over timing
and the amount of irrigation water as required for mechanized farming and direct rice
seeding. In the Jaiba project in BraziL farmers wfll be able to pump from their individual
reservoirs In the Westlands Water District, water must be ordered 24 hours in advance
of deliveries, but can be shut without advance notice. Unfortunately few systematic
studies have been done to establish a positive correlation between flexibility in irrigation
delivery and crop yield. Indications are that there is a strong positive correlation has been
observed by J. Merriam (1987, 1991a, 1991b) in Sri Lanka and India. Interestingly, the
design objectives of most of the following rehabilitation projects were to increase
reliability and operational flexibility.

The examples of the Manicoba and Jaiba-Mocambinho projects in Brazil present
interesting examples of the versatility of modem t :hnology. Perhaps even more strikng
are the examples of the Tepalcatepec-Cupatizio project in Meadco and Gadigaltar in
India. In both cases, the construction of conventionally designed schemes had already
started when modernization of the projecb was decided. In the Mexico case, the designer
had to race with the contractor to modify the construction drawings.

The presented designs concepts cover the full range from basic hydrauic structurs to
local automatic equipment and advanced automation techniques with remote control
through central decision support systems and modern communications equipment. It is
not the specific equipment but the design approach and the recognition of the
operational requirements that characterizes modem irripation.
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Fkw Dlve iDd Buffer Reservoirs

The projects of Peru, Sudan and Nigeria have been selected to illustrate the impact of
simple but appmpriate technology on water management. These projects use either the
concept of proportional flow division or night storage, which makes them more
manageable than extensively gated systems.

A part of the La Joya project in Peru is equipped with flow dividers which provide an
equitable distnbution of water between sub-sectors. The descnbed concept of flow
division has some similarity with the proportional allocation concept used in South Asia,
but the flow divider placed on unsubmerged structures are more accurate than submerged
fuxed outlets.

The Gezira scheme in Sudan uses simple technologies by present-day standards. It was
designed before the development of modem canal water-control technologies. The main
branch and major canals are designed in accordance with the regime theory, the minor
canals (equivalent to laterals or secondaries in other projects) are oversized for storng
water at night. The introduction of interim storage resolved the problem of lowefficiency
during night irrigation and provided a good solution to the problem of matching water
releases at the headworks and at critical points of the systems with demand in an
upstream controlled system. A negative feature of the design is that the oversized minor
canals act as very efficient silt trap.

Lecal Water Level Control

Local upstream and downstream water level control or a combination of these two
methods are used in a number of countries. Automatic devices such as float-operated
gates, flap gates, long-crested weirs, or composite regulators (a combination of weirs and
undershot gates) are used for upstream controL For downstream control mainly hydraulic
gates are used.3 In the United States electrical gates, powered by solar panels and
controlled by microprocessors, are increasingly popular. These gates can be remotely
changed from upstream to downstream to flow controL It is also possible to change the
set points.
The key features of the Kano project in Nigeria are buffer reservoirs for flcxible water
delivery and automatic flap gates (Begemann gates) that provide upstream water level
control and ensures constant flow at offtakes.4

In some cases, reservoirs are incorporated in the system, for enxmple to serve as the
transition between upstream and downstream control (Gadigaltar, India; Doukkala,
Morocco; Coachella District, United States) or to increase flexibility of water deliey
without spills in upstream-controlled canals (Tepalcatepec, Mexico). In most of these

The only manual operated downstream contl in the OMce du Niger prqjct is not discussed bhee

'Regrettably, the only known applications of thi simpe and eMcient device arc the Kam project in Nigeri and
the Yaque del Noam in Donidcan Republic. Mm gat requre consideable esd at the scture for prper
opemaon but tdre are projects in a number of countr whber this is not a constraint (projects in hily se of
Iuonla, IdUppine. Norhem Thaband).
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projects, flows at oM£takes are controlled by modular distributors ensuring constant
releases despite variations in the upstream water leveL

Modular distributors have been widely used in North Africa since the 1950 Tbere have
also been large scale applications in the Middlce East (Iraq, Iran) and in a few projects in
a number of other countries (West Africa, Madagascar, Malaysia). This technique is now
being introduced in Mexdco, Indonesia, and Thailand through pilot projects of 5,000 to
20,000 ha eacb.

Distribution

In most cases, water is delivered to the farm through a network of field channels for
gravity imigation. However, there are some exceptions. In the Kirkuk project in Iraq,
the secondary canals serve networks of low-pressure pipes Tbe same concept has been
adopted for the Gadigaltar pilot project in India. Farmers in the new Jaiba project in
Brazi will pump from individual reseroits or directly from secondary canals into
pressuried on-farm systems. In the California districts, the distribution system consists
of open pipes with overflow stands (Coachedla), closed pipelines (Wesdand Water
District) or semi-closed (Orange Cove).

Cost Comparson

Two projects alow the cost comparison of conventional and modern design:
Tepalcatepec-Cupatizio in Mc;dco and Sidorejo in Indonesia. In both cases, the
additional cost of modernization of water control is about 3 percent of the total cost of
a conventionally designed project.



10. CASE SIUDIES

The projects discussed are presented in alphabetic order of their country, to avoid the
impression of any technical preference.

Brazil

About 90 percent of the 2.7 million ha now irrigated in Brazil has been developed by the
private sector. Most of the irrigated lands developed by the public sector are located in
the northeast, mostly in the Sao Francisco Valley. Public systems implemented in the
1970s were designed for gravity application and equipped with conventional, manually
operated gates. Shortcomings in original design, mainly the absence of water control a-
measurement structures as well as low construction standards, aggravated by inadequate
farming practices and unsatisfactory maintenance, have led to wide spread problems of
unreliable water supply in some areas and waterlogging in others. Microtopography is
often irregular, and soils are relatively shallow, a situation not favorable for land leveling
and gravity irrigation. Agricultural production in those old public schemes is low and
generally below the potentiaL

The two cases presented in the following iDlustrate how the modem canal operation
concepts and modem irrigation technology can be applied to the modernization of old
schemes. These projects were designed by Brazilian firms that developed innovative
solutions within constraints imposed by existing structures.

jaiba Project The Jaiba project, financed by the World Bank, is the first phase of the
largest public irrigation scheme under implementation in Brail. The basic infrastructure
of the scheme was constructed in the 1970s and designed to supply water to an area of
100,000 ha. Existing works include: (1) a pumping station with a capacity of 80 m3hs on
the Sao Francisco River; and (2) a lower main canal conveying water to a second
pumping station and a short section of the upper main canaL The distnbution system has
never been fully completed. Only a gravity irrigation area of about 1,000 ha called
Mocambinho was completed in 1987. Another area of about 1,700 ha, sector F, using
sprinlder irrigation and served from the upper main canal, was put into operation in 1989.
Microtopography of the project area is irregular and soils are generally lighLt. Sprinkler
and drip irrigation are the most suitable methods of irrigation.

Under the new project an area of about 17,800 ha will be equipped with sprinkler
irrigation and the Mocambinho area will be converted from gravity to sprinlder irrigatio
The operational objective is to provide water delvery service as fliadble as possible.

Beneficiaries in the new area will be smallholders (6 ha each) and some medium and
large farmers. Based on economic and other considerations, it was decided that water
would be delivered by gravity to individual farms, each one equipped with an electric
pump in a small sump. The secondary canals would be operated under downstream
control to allow free demand delivery. Two alternative solutions were considered: (1)
conventional top-level canals with float-operated gates, and (2) constant-volume operatiom
(BIVAL type) with remote centralzed controL Cost analysis of these two solutions gave
preference to local automatic controL
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The consultants have also studied various alternatives to convert gravity irrigation to
sprinkler irrigation and free demand in the Mocambinho area. The conversion to
downstream control is too expensive because of the presence of drop structures and steep
slopes of existing canals. The consultants thus proposed upstream control with long-
crested weirs and 150 individual reservoirs. Simulation studies determine the size of
these reservoirs in the range of 100 to 500 ml each depending on the size of the farm and
their distance from the secondary offtake.

Manicoba Project The existing Manicoba project is on the right bank of the Sao
Francisco River, 30 kIn downstream of the Sabradinho storage reservoir.

This scheme has a net service area of 4,400 ha of which about 2,400 ha are currently
under irrigation. About 1,900 ha are occupied by small farmers who have an average
farm size of 8 ha. The remaining part was allocated to large farmers. The main pumping
station has a total capacity of 6.8 m'ls. A 3 km long steel pipe serves the small farm area,
and a 5 km pipe supplies a 28 km long canal that serves mostly the large farm area. Two
booster pumps at the main canal serve small areas out of the direct command. AU canals,
including the final distribution system, are concrete lined. All control structures and the
pumping stations are manually operated. There are only three regulators and three
Parshall flumes in the main canal and none in the secondary and tertiary systems. Under
these conditions, efficient operation of the system is difficult to achieve. Overall water-
use efficiency is likely in the range of 25 to 30 percent.

Under the modernization project, the main canal and the secondary canals will be
operated under upstream control through long-crested weirs. The operation of the three
pumping stations will be automatic and controlled by water level in upstream reservoirs
having a capacity of 100 to 900 i'.

To provide for more fleiability in operating the systems, in particular for off-peak power
utilization, and to allow for the transmission time in canals, 10 off-line compensation
reservoirs will be built in the upstream sections of the secondary canals. Volumes of
these reservoirs range from 1,000 to 12,000 me with a total of 63,000 e 3 . Flows from the
control reservoirs into main canals will be controlled by modular distributors in
combination with downstream constant-level gates. The compensation reservoirs wil be
build on the side of existing canals near existing drop stuctures to take advantage of
available head. Flow releases will be controlled as above. Fifteen long-crested weirs will
be constructed in main canal and about 150 in secondary canals for upstream water level
control Tertiary intakes on secondary canals will be equipped with modular distributors.
Ihe water control method requires raising of the berms of the canal by about 0.10 to

0.45 m. For this purpose a concrete wall will be added to the top of existing concrete
lining. The total costs of these works were estimated at US$ 2,340 per hectare Of this
cost, the hydromechanical equipment accounts for only 14 percent.

The reason for not converting the scheme to sprinkler irrigation, as in the Mocambinho
sector of the Jaiba project, are the high cost of pumping the water from the river.
Additional pumping for sprinlder application would make the project uneconomicaL The
modermization of the system vill largely improve the distnbution of water to small farmers
and alleviate waterlogging in some areas. However, upstream control of the distribution
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system will require the preparation of irrigation scheduling and strict discipline, while in
Jaiba, farmers will receive water on demand.

Egypt

The key feature of old irrigation systems in the Nile Valley and the delta is that canals
are below field level and farmers have to pump the water to their fields using traditional
sakias and, recently, mobile diesel-driven pumps. This situation requires less precise
water-level control and reduces overirrigation by farmers (since they pay for the cost of
pumping). Access to water is generally continuous and reasonably reliable. The main
and secondary canals are operated under continuous flow and upstream control with little
or no variations in flow rates over long periods. Only the tertiary canals are operated on
a seasonal adjusted rotation schedule. The system is operated with very few measurement
points since no water charges are levied. Water management is based on observing spill
at the downstream end of canals. Excess water is usually drained back into the Nile, but
in some areas it has also caused waterlogging and salinization problems.

As long as pump sizes were small, there were few operational problems qnd fairmes
enjoyed a flexible water supply at times when their tertiay was "on". As farmers began
to use larger pumps and as water became scarcer, problems such as water shortage and
unequitable water availability appeared at the tail ends. The Egyptian government,
supported by World Bank and USAID, is now examining new control options in
anticipation of future water shortages from the Nile.

An Irrigation Inprovenent Project includes eleven individual systems distributed among
6 governorates and seving a total of 240,000 ha. To cope with the present deficiencies,
the proposal has been to change the operation method of tertiaries from rotation
schedule to continuous flow while maintaining on-demand deliveries, with improved
flexibility and equity.

To achieve these objectives downstream control will be applied in the distibution canals
and additional storage wil be created to compensate for differences between nearly
constant flow supplied by the principal and subprincipal canals under upstream control
and the daily variations in demand from the users In addition teriy canals wil be
raised and individual pumps replaced by single point pumps for better distribution and
lower pumping costs.

India

Substantial differences in agrocimatic and socioeconomic conditions and historical
development of irrigation between regions of India have resulted in a wide variety of
irrigaton infrastructure and management concepts. A broad distinction can be made
between systems that distnbute water according to preestablished rules (water duties) and
systems that attempt to meet crop water needs These two broad categories are often
referred to as supply-based and demand-based However, in both cases, the irrigation
scheduling is decided by the irrigation agency.

The following descnrbes two pilot projects with different concepts. Majalgaon is part of
a large-scale project in the state of Maharashtra and Gadigaltar is a smafl tank project in
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Madhya Pradesh, where the farmers would have more responsibility in water allocation
and distribution.

The Majalgaon Irrigation Project, located in the valley of the Godaveri River and serving
58,000 ha, is an expansion of the large Jayakwadi project with a total irrigable area of
350,000 ha. The expansion became possible after the Majalgaon storage dam, with a
capacity of 450 million i 3, had been constructed to regulate the water of the Sandphana
River. This water source is complemented through releases from Paithan dam into a link
canal.

The Majalgaon main canal and parts of the distribution system had been partly built when
the Irrigation Department of Maharashtra decided to use the project to test alternative
delivery method to the shejpali system, commonly used in the state of Maharashtra
Under the shejpali system, individual farmers receive individual water allocations for
sanctioned crops. However, the shejpali system requires a precision and flexibility of
water control that is increasingly difficult to achieve with the existing control structures
and the present fragmentation of land. The proportional delivery system, used in North
India, is inflexible and not well suited to the conditions in Maharashtra, such as variable
soil conditions, diversity of crops, and rolling topography. Under the new concept water
will be sold in bulk to water user associations, each serving about 300 to 400 ha. The
WUAs will get annual quotas and are responsible for the distribution of water and the
maintenance of the water courses and field channels. They order the volume of water
required for each irrigation turn. The intemal water distribution will be essentially on
rotation and proportional to the size of the holding, but other arrangements such as
buying and selling of water are possible.

Several alternative water control methods were studied in 1990 to provide the required
operational flexibility. However, since most of the system is already completed or under
construction, the structural modifications had to be limited. The proposed solution
makes use of the storage capacity of the main canal, which was originaly sized to serve
an area of 100,000 ha. The main canal wfll be operated under the constant volume
concept. Ihe cross regulators will be manually operated on the instruction of a central
control center. The turnouts of branch and minor canals will be equipped with
downstream control gates and modular distributors. Long-crcsted weirs and modular
distnbutors will be installed in minor canals when the accuracy of existing structues is
insufficient.

A preliminary estimate indicates that the cost increase caused by the addition and
modification of control structures is on the order of 5 percent. Construction or
modifications of these control structures is scheduled to start in 1993.

The Gadigaltar tank pro,ect in Madhya Pradesh has recently been constructed. The
guiding criteria of this project is to provide farmers with control at his farm turnout on
the frequency, rate, and duration of flow with some restrictions from the project
organization in case of drought. Using the limited rate, arranged schedule, the small
irrigation groups will be responsible for arranging with the farmers the irrigation schedule.
It is anticipated that delvery will be made within one day of the water request. It is
expected that the increased efficiencies through improved control and use of pipes will
provide appreciably more water.
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The project covers about 1,150 ha with more than 500 farms. The main infrastucture
includes:

* A main storage tank with a total capacity of about 9 million no.
* A 5.5-km-long sloping canal from the main tank to a balancing reservoir.

The canal is operated on upstream control with an initial capacity of 13
mI/s.

* A balancing tank with a capacity of 80,000 n'.
* A 1.5 km-long, top-level canal from the balancing reservoir to the lower

irrigation area. This canal is operated on downstream control with
automatic constant-level control gate.

* Semi-closed piped distnbution system with outlets at every farm, taking
off from the sloping and the level-top canals

About 500 ha are served from the sloping canal through five pipe laterals and the
remaining 660 ha from the level-top canal through five conveyance pipelines and one
direct outlet. Float valves and an overflow stand are used to limit the static pressure in
the pipes to about 5 m.

There are 67 groups of farmers, each with a group irrigator who arranges water deliveries
with the central water coordinator's office. Most of the groups consist of 5 to 10 farmers
with a total area of about 10 to 25 ha. Each group has its own water meter and a
connecting gate to the supply system. The water will be supplied with a limited rate,
arranged schedule with the ensured minimum flow rate of 30 liters per second.

Interestingly, construction of the primary tank and of the first 5 km of the main canal was
nearly completed when the modernization of the design was decided. This constaint was
solved through the construction of the ovemight storage reservoir. For a detailed
decription see J. Merriam (1990).

indonesia

Small run-of-the-river systems and small and fragmented land holdings are characteristic
of Indonesian irrigation. Water is generally distnbuted under central controL Water
demand for each tertiary block in an irrigation system is assessed by the adintration
every 10 to 15 days. This requires knowledge of actual irrigated areas, the type and area
of each crop in every block, and precise estimates of conveyance losses. In practice, there
is considerable reliance on estimated rather than precise information.

The physical infrastructure that has evohled in association with this management system
requires a high degree of control. However, valid design standards reomend undershot
gates at cross-regulators and adjustable Roroijn weirs at canal intake. This is the worst
combination of control structures with regard to hydraulic stability, as explained in Part
I of this paper. Recent studies by MII1 have shown that even if the operating procedures
are truly followed, planned and actual discharges often differ considerably in practice.

Sidorejo Irrigation !PojeeL In the mid 1980s, the Indonesia Directorate General of
Water Resources Development selected the Sidorejo Irrigation Project, a subsystem of
the proposed Kedung Ombo multipurpose dam and irigated scheme to test modem canal
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control and to determine its replicability to other irrigation systems. The recently
completed project is located in central Java about 70 kn east of Semaranj and serves an
area of 5200 ha. This project is of particular interest since it is the first large-scale
experience in south and east Asia under predominant rice crop that has adopted an
advanced control concept for an entire system.

Water is supplied to the Sidorejo pilot system through a diversion weir, approximately 9
km downstream of the storage dam. The main canal has a total length of 13 km and a
maximum design capacity of 9 m31s. The main canal is operated under downstream
control; the secondary and tertiary canals taking off from the main canal are operated
under upstream control. The main canal is equipped with automatic foat-operated gates
maintaining a constant downstream level. The water level in the secondary canals is
upstream controlled through automatic hydraulic gates. Discharges are controlled by
modular distributors.

Ihe control concept adopted for the Sidorejo pilot project is quite similar to the one used
in Mediterranean countries. However, it differs in the control structures for the
distribution system by not making use of static structures such as diagonal or duck-bill
weirs. This deviation was justified at design stage by the risk of siltation but could create
a maintenance problem in the future.

Hydraulic tests of the Sidorejo project have recently been completed. The main canal is
operating satisfactorily, but several corrections were required in the installations of
mechanical equipment in the smaller canals. The intent was to monitor the performance
of the new design to determine the advantages and disadvantages over conventional
design systems in Indonesia The new design would allow change in the present water
allocation procedure, which is based on historical rainfall records, to a real time operation
based on actual rainfall measurements.

A detailed comparison of construction costs has been carried out by consultants. This
study shows that the costs of the Sidorejo project with automatic control is similar to the
cost of the project if it had been built using conventional Indonesia design standards
The hydromechanical equipment is more expensive, but these extra costs are compensated
by substantial savings in civil works. In general, earthworks and lining are more expensive
for canals under downstream control because of the need for horizontal banks. In
Indonesia, however, a wide shallow section is adopted for traditional upstream-control
canals to minimize variations of flow levels despite substantial variations in discharges.
According to Indonesia design standards the ratio of bed width to water depth at
maximum discharge should be 5 to 5.5. In the new design the ratio is only 1 resulting in
a '6 percent cost saving. Using 1986 unit costs, the results of the costs comparison are
i =sented in Table 10-1.
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Table 10-I. Cost compaison

Dadidcanl Syslam Auwmadc Spt. Diffwmcc
(Rp" MElIn) (Pp Mii) o))

Main canal
Eafrhwork and Ulnng 2,380 2,047 -16%
Flow mutrol structures

-c1i worb 165 133 -24%
-equipfet 236 474 +49%

Other scturnE (rcd, brld^, culvti 2s)17 2231 -5%
Ttal S,128 4,3S -5%

Secondary cal
Earthwork and lining 134.5 1345 0%
Flow conutl structures

cMil wors 11.1 11.1 0%
-equipment 1S.6 229 31%

Other sUctures (mads. bridge culta) 118.4 118.4 0%
ToWa 279.6 2869 3%

Sawcc SOGREAH (unpubLihed).

Nadapscar

Madagascar has no uniform national standards for the design of irrigated projects. Clear
evidence of this is in the variety of approaches to water control in the conveyance and
distnrbution system used in medium-sized schemes in the Lake Alaotra, which may reflect
more the particular preference of the expatriate consultants than operational necessity.

PC 23. The design of PC 23 (9,200 ha) makes use of the advanced hydro-mechanical
equipment for canal control: upstream and downstream constant-levl gates and modular
distributors. The scheme is composed of two nm-of-river systems: a ler one with its
man canal operated under upstream control and an upper one with a main caal
operated under downstream controL Secondar camas are equipped with composite
cross-regulators comprising of a short static weir section associated with a sliding gate.
Turnouts for tertiary canals are equipped with modular distributors Offtakes on teriary
canals are equipped with division boxes that have vertical dividing flaps to make possible
variations in the sharing of flows between quaternary canals.

Sahamaloto. This scheme of 8,000 ha is supplied dietly from a storage reservoir on the
Sahamaloto River. The flow in the main canal is subdivided into three subsystems
downstream of the dam through a structure equipped with three adjustable overshot gates
(Romijn). All control structures in the system are of the Romijn type-

Anony. The run-of-river scheme (6,000 ha) combines the control structures used in PC
23 and in Sahamaloto. All cross-regulators are equipped with Romijn gates and the
offtakes with modular distributors. Because of large variations of water level upstream
of the diversion darn, the offtakes of the two main subsystems, one in each bank, have
downstream constant-level gates followed by a battery of distributors
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The PC 23 scheme should be the simplest and easiest system to operate. Water lcves
are automatically controlled, and flows diverted at tertiary offtakes are stable between two
settings of the module distributors The Sahamaloto scheme is designed for operation on
a proportional basis (with rotadon at farm level). It is not clear what the objectives of
the designer of the Anony scheme were when combining modular distributor offtakes with
overshot gate cross-regulators; simpler composite regulators (long-crested weir with a
simple gate) would have met the same objective. The variety of control concept and
equipment in a small area confuses the operation staff and makes the transfer of
management to water user associations difficult.

Mexio

Most of the irrigation canal systems serving the 77 large-scale irrigation districts in Mexico
are operated under conventional upstream control and arranged water delivery schedules.
The farmers can order water 72 hours in advance in some districts and one week ahead
in others. The cross-regulators are, in general, equipped with sliding or radial gates; large
regulators on main canals are motorized. All structures on lateral and sublateral canals
are manually operated. Farm turnouts are equipped with single gates or, in some districts,
with constant-head orifice outlets. Despite the limitations of conventional design, the
systems in the arid northwest coastal region of Mico are performing relatively well,
thanks to good management, the motivation and training of operations staff, and the
extensive, all-weather road system and radio communications network In the more
humid zones of the country with irregular topography and erratic rainfall, performance
of the irrigation schemes is less satisfactory.

This section discusses two cases of modernization of canal systems with the objective of
proviin&g improve irrigation service to farmers:

1. The partial modernization of one of the Canal Alto of the Yaqui District
in the northwest region.

2. The modernization of the right bank of the Tepalcatepec-Cupatizio
project in central Mico. The change of the concept was decided after
the design based on traditional criteria had been completed and
construction had started.

Yaqui Tigapton Dls$tr Canal Alto. The Canal Alto, with a capacity of 110 mehec,
serves about half of the 220,000 ha of Yaqui Irrigation DisktricL Its total length of 125
kn is divided in 18 sections by 17 cross-regulators, all equipped with manually operated,
motorized gates. Two medium-sized, on-line reservoirs are part of this main canaL
Farmer may order water twice a week for the next three to four days but control of water
level and flow is difficult. Several studies wcre made over the last 15 years to improve
water control. The project presently under implementation consists of converting from
upstream control to the constant-volume concept. Results are not yet available.

An alternative modernization project considered was to maintain the upstream-control
concept and water-scheduling process but to use a comuterized decision support sysem
to calculate the gate setting. MIis altemative was not implemented because it would not
significantly improve the operation of the system.
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Tepaatep.c.Cupatizlo Dlat cbhatain Right BanLk The Cilatan irrigaon pystem
is part of the Tepalcatepec-Cupatizia Irigation Distruict in Michoacan state, about 300 km
west of Medco City. The 50 ln long right main canal ha a capacity of 25 m/sc and
wifl senc about 20,000 ha. It has a gentle slope and is divided into sev reahes brough
six cross-regulators. A main lateral with a capacity of 11 mn/sec branches at a distance
of 12 km from the dieion dam and runs with a steep slope to sere about 50 percen
of the project area.

The engineers had the challenging task of changing the control concept of the entire
scheme with minimum modification to the control structures already completed and the
construction drawings already submitted to the contractors The solution was to convert
the control method of the main canal from upstream control to controlled volume
(BIVAL). This requires that the banks of only half the length of each reach are raised.
It was achieved through the construction of concrete wail of a maximum height of 0.8 m
The branch canal will remain under upstream control but water kvel stability wil be
improved by replacing the four cross-regulators with composite regulators: at each
regulator one or two vertical gates are to be removed and replaced by long-crested weirL
All constant-head orifice (CHO) turnouts will be replaced by modular distributozs
constructed of fiberglass and manufactured in Mexico.

To eliminate all possible operational losses, operation of the branch canal will be futier
improved through an off-canal compensation (buffer) reservoir and in-line extra capacity
through raising the canal lining in four selected sections. Operation of the main canal
under BIVAL and selected cross regulators of the branch canal will be done from a
central location via cable communications.

Detailed cost analysis has shown that some oost can be saved through the modification
of the control structures on the main lateraL The cost of the long-crested weirs of the
branch canal is offset by the savings of one or two gates on each composite regulator.
Fiberglass distributors are less expensive than conventional steel gates. The additional
costs are nmited to:

* Raising half the length of the main canal by 0.0 to 0.8 m.
* Raising some sections of the main lateral
* Remote control center, communication system and motorition of gates.

Overall, it has been estimated that the cost of design modifications would not exceed 5
percent of the total cost of the entire system. The expected benefits firom the
modernization of this project are:

* Elimination of all operational losses from the conveyance and main
distribution system.

* Automatic operation of the main conveyance system, which will reduce
the advance time required to prepare and adjust deliveies schedules

* Potential application of volumetric water charges and volumetric
allocations.
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Middle East

There is virtually no information available in the irrigation literature on the perfomance
of large-scale modern irrigation schemes built in the Middle East in the 1960s and 1970m.
This section discusses some aspects of two large schaems featuring modem dedgn
concepts. The first scheme, near Kirkuk in the north of Iraq, covers 230,000 ha and is
still under construction, the other scheme is located in the Guilan plain in northern Iran
near the Caspian Sea, it covers 270,000 ha and was completed in the late 1960L An in-
depth performance study of the Guilan project which has now been in operation for more
than 20 years, would certainly provide very useful lessons on the modernization of
irrigation schemes.

Kirkuk Project, Ira Construction of the Kirkuk project about 300 km north of
Baghdad proceeded rapidly until the mid 1980s when it stopped because of political and
military events. The project is supposed to divert water from a tnbutary of the Tigris
River, regulated by the Dokan dam with a storage capacity of 5 billion mi. The climate
of the region is continental, and the annual average rainfal is about 350 mmn The soils
of fine texture are moderately saline, but contain a high proportion of gypsum, which
pose serious problems for canal lining.

The project comprises essentially of:

- A 37 km long feeder canal from the diversion dam to the head of the
main canal with a design discharge of 280 m3/K

-- A 95 km long main canal with a design capacity of 230 ml/s.
- Secondary canals serving networks of low-pressure pipes supplving

hydrants at the farm turnouts. The total net irrigated area will inuude
200,000 ha of gravity irrigation and 30,000 ha of sprinkler irrigation.

To ensure minimum response time and high flexibiity m water distribution, the feeder
canal is regulated by the associated levels remote control method, maintaining constant
head loss between two successive regulators. Each regulator is automatically controllcd
and monitored by a central computer, communication is provided through radio lnks
Stability of the regulators was checked on a mathematical modeL The gates of the main
canal are also automatically controlled, using Pl.D. controllers.

The flows in the secondary canals are controlled by hydraulic downstream control gates
and modular distnbutorLs. Slide gates control the pipe offtakes on the canals Ihe
hydrant discharges at the farm turnouts, fixed at 70 I/s, are controlled by flow limiter

Guilan Project, Iran. The Guiman project located on the southeast coast of the Caspian
Sea benefits from a particular climate unique in western Asia. The region is open to
maritime influences and isolated from the Iranian plateau by the Elbrouz Mountains,
which rise to elevations ranging between 2,500 and 3,000 m. Temperatures are similar
to the Mediterranean climate, but average annual rainfall exceeds 1,000 mm. The
project is supplied by Sefi Roud River water regulated through a large storage dam with
an active capacity of 800 million rn3 . There are considerable variations in the annual flow
of Sefi Roud, with a median flow of 3.6 billion m3 . Rice is the main irrigated crop;
average rainfall during the growing season between April and September is about 250
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mnL The area is densely populated (more than 330 habitants per mn), and the average
farm size is 0.8 ha.

The project implemented between 1962 and 1969 comprises two irrigation areas, each
supplied from a diversion dam: (1) the upper zone covering 70,000 ha with a 17 km long
tunnel and the 52 km Foumen long canal, with a capacity of 35 mn/s, and (2) the lower
zone covering 81,000 ha on the right bank and 115,000 ha on the left bank served by two
main canals of 67 and 114 m/s respectively.

The two main systems are operated under upstream control through use of long-crested
weirs and hydraulic gates The offtales are equipped with modular distnbutors. About
two-third of irrigated area (243,000 ha net) are still served by traditional unlined canals.
The rest of the area is served through lined branch canals and equipped with long-crested
weirs and modular distributors and raised prefabricated canals (canalettis). The civil
works are still in exceilent condition, and the hydromechanical equipment is progressively
replaced after 25 years of service.

Water releases are decided by the Guilan Water Authority, and water users are informed
through their water masters, who operate the secondary systems and report on the system
status back to the Water Authority. On average, 1.7 billion m' are diverted annually to
irrigate about 142,000 ha of paddy fields. It seems that the project performance in terms
of efficiency is reasonably good and close to the expectations at the planning stage.
Operation of the project is simplified through the use of hydraulic regulating structures
and appears to be quite appropriate for the prevailing rice irrigation with moderate
rainfal during the growing season.

Malaysia

The initial stage of irrigation development in Malaysia was intended to pr,ovide controled
drainage to existing rice lands. With the advent of double cropping after independence
in 1957, the main objective was the development of reliable water supply for the second
crop, which involved the construction of storage and diversion dams and the upgrading
of existing irrigation systems. This section describes two large irrigation schemes with
aspects of modem water controL

Muda scheme. The scheme of 98,000 ha is located in the northwest of peninsular
Malaysia. This scheme accounts for 40 percent of the national rice production and is
critical to the rice policy. The project is not only a case of successful upstream control,
but it is also one of the best documented projects. The infrastructure comprises of two
storage reservoirs connected by a tunnel, a diversion dam 35 km downstream, and two
main canals, north and south, running along the perimeter of the command. Cross-
regulators on these canals are equipped with over-shot motorized gates. Offtakes serve
the lateral canals that run westward to the sea and the sublaterals, typically at 2 kn
intervals. Cross regulators on lateral and sublaterals as well as offtakes, are simple, hand-
operated undershot structures. A remote monitoring system in project headquarters was
built to provide engineers with real time information on resevoirs and canal water levels
and on rainfall in the catchment areas between the storage and diversion dams to predict
the unregulated flow.
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The combination of remote monitoring system and overshot gates on the main canals has
contributed to the efficient operation of the main system. The adoption of conventional
water control for the distribution system, however, resulted in fluctuating water levels and
unreliable water deliveries to rice growers.

Tbe mechanization of rice farming, particularly the conversion from transplanting to
direct seeding, had marked effects on demand for irrigation water. It is now much more
important for farmers to control the amount and timing of water deliveries. In practice,
it also meant that planning and harvesting dates are less unifonn than they used to be.
To achieve the control over amounts and timing of water delivery, farmers in Muda have
installed their own low-lift pumps to lift water from public canals and drains Although
the costs are higher than for public irrigation water, pumping is preferable to insufficient
and untimely water supply and subsequently reduced yield.

Kemubu-Kemasin. Improving the operation of the distnbution system through easily
operated structures is the approach adopted for the Kemasin extension of the Kemubu
project.

The Kemubu project is located opposite the Muda project on the northeast of peninsular
Malaysia near the Thai border. The 17,000 ha project was originally supplied by
pumping Kelantan River water through 5 diesel-driven pumps with a total design capacity
of 30 m&Is. The south main canal is operated under downstream control. A few of the
lateral canal offtakes are equipped with modular distnbutors and the remaining by
adjustable Romijn qpe weirs. The farm intakes are equipped with adjustable undershot
gates combined with a flow-measuring device. After completion in mid-1975, some
difficulties occurred when it was found that the effective capacity of the pumping station
was 30 percent less than expected and that the proportion of the light soils was higher.
This problem has been solved with the completion in 1989 of a new pumping station of
6 electrically driven pumps with a total capacity of 42 mels.

Another problem in Kemabu was to control the flow in the minor distrnbution system
through manuafly operated gates and the increasing importance of diversified cropping,
that required fine tuning of water supply. These difficulties may have been the reasons
for selecting a different control structures for the Kemasin area extension of the project
The distribution system for that extension is equipped with gated flow-dividing structures
maldng it possible to divide the incoming flow either proportionally to areas served (when
all gates are open) or according to famer's requests (flexible structured design).

Morocco

The development of modem control methods using automatic hydraulic devices started
in North Af&ica in the late 1940s following an intensive hydraulics research program in
France. The use of these devices becane widespread in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia
in the 1950s with Morocco, having the largest irrigated area of the three countries, taking
the technological lead. The large-scale schemes cover 380,000 ha or about 45 percent
of the total area (900,000 ha). Most of these schemes have the following characteristics:

Fann sizes are generaly small, between 2 and 5 ha.
Water is delivered on arranged demand schedule to individual farmes
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* Delivery is by volume and water charges are calculated volumetrically.
* The main canals are operated under upstream or downstream control or

a combination of the two methods, and the distribution system is
operated under upstream controL Dynamic regulation, a central control
method, is used for the 110 km main canal of the Haouz project near
Marrakech, which was installed in 1990.

* The main canals are equipped with automatic hydraulic gates and the
distnrbution system with long-crested weirs The canal offtakes are
equipped with modular distnbutors. The farm offtakes are equipped
with distributors, flow dividers, or on-off gates.

The control concept of two large schemes is briefly discussed below.

Doukkaia project The upper half of the main canal is under upstream control and the
lower half is under downstream control with top-level canals. A regulating reservoir at
the rnidpoint of the main canal acts as a buffer for the variations in flow rate. Releases
from the storage dam are simply based upon the next day's cumulative demand and
adjusted depending on whether the buffer reservoir is flling or emptying. The small
storage capacity of this reservoir has been able to absorb variations between supply and
demand. But the development of sprinkler irrigation on a demand basis in the area
served by the lower half of the main canal vwll require further modification of the control
method.

Taidla projecL Two irrigation canals start from the afterbay of a bydropower plant that
releases water daily during peak hours Since the capacity of the afterbay is far too small
to store the volume of water released during peak hours, special gates have been installed
to store the excess flow in these two canals while maintaining the downstream control
operation.

The experience of Morocco and Tunisia, shows that it is possible to deliver water to small
farmers on the basis of prearranged demand and to apply volumetric water charges. This
is feasible thanks to the use of reliable, easily operated structures and, to some extent,
to the consolidation of small, fragmented holdings.

Nigeria

KaDo Rhver Project The Kano River project (23,000 ha for the first phase) in northern
Nigeria is one of the largest irrigation projects, not only in that country, but in West
Africa after the irrigation schemes of the Office du Niger in Mali. The irrigation water
is conveyed from the Tiga storage dam to the irrigated area through an 18 km canal that
splits into two main branches The entire system is operated under upstream controL
The design of this project is particularly interesting. Using only simple hs,draulic
principles and control structures, good control of water levels and flows throughout the
system has been achieved and inefficient night irrigation has been avoided. Water release
schedules are updated weeldy in response to farmers requests. The control structures of
the project include:

* Seven night-storage reservoirs of 100,000 to 200,000 m3 each at different
locations. The reservoirs are filled up during the night and water is
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released during the day. The flow from the reservoir is diverted during
daytime to areas which are not under the command of the storage
reservoirs.

* Automatic flap gates of very simple but robust design, that maintain a
constant upstream level, are used throughout the scheme in the main
canals and the distnbution system. The installation of these gates is
possible because of the large drop across the regulating structures.

* Turnouts consisting of a slide gate (on-oft) and a battery of semi-
modular gates that operate under constant upstream water levels
controlled by the flap gates.

P. Pradhan (1993) observed that the installation of automatic water control devioes
(Begemann gates) contnbuted significantly to the low level conflicts among water users
Only 15,000 ha have been developed and are irrigated at present but the construction on
the remaining area is continuing. Although the agricultural production suffers from
irregular supply of other inputs, the farmers achieve an average yield of 4 tons/ha for rice
and 2.5 ions/ha for wheat, as a result of fairly reliable water supply.

Peru

La Joya Irrigation DistrieL The Irrigation District in the coastal zone of southem Peru
offers an excellent cxample of non-adjustable design and rotational water supply. La JiDya
district consists of two subdistricts: La Joya Antigua (3,850 ha) completed in the early
1940s and La Joya Nueva (4,625 ba) completed in the 1960s after the main canal had
been extended. The project is supplied from the Rio Chili, which is partly regulated by
three storage reservoirs in the Andes Mountains Despite that regulation, there are daily
variations of up to 20 percent in the flow arriving at the La Joya District because of the
variable abstractions of upstream users for power generation, municipal water supply of
the city of Arequipa, and the preference of farmers in the Arequipa area for day
irigation. The offtakes from the main canal to important laterals consist of flow dividers
that divert a fixed ratio of the total flow to each lateral independently of the total flow.
Some of the smaller offtakes are equipped with adjustabl gates. Fixed flow dividers are
also found in the lateral system. Some of them are equipped with gates to provide some
flexibility in the water allocation. Water at sector level of about 300 ha is distributed on
a 3.5 or 4.5 day rotation in normal years, and on a 6.5 day rotation during dry years
Duration of water delivery is proportional to the area of each farm Night and day
irrigation are alternated between farmers at each rotation.

Two factors contribute to the smooth operation of water distnbution in the La Joya
Irrigation District:

* The flow dividers function well because of their location on
unsubmerged structures and stable canal sections, thus providing
equitable water distribution to the two subdistricts and to sectors
independent of the seasonal and daily variations of the flow diverted
from the Rio ChilL
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* vTwo strong water user associations, one for each subdistrict, are
responsible for the management and maintenance of the project Ile
technical and administrative staff hired by each association is in charge
of operation and maintenance activities and the bimonthly collection of
water charges.

Some modifications to the infrastructure of La Jaya District are now under consideration
to reduce the perception of unequal water distribution of the farmers of La Joya Nueva
and the potential risk of conflicts between the two associations. The planned
modification would replace the adjustable offtakes by one flow divider and a link canal
to supply these laterals. Other farmers are concerned with the infleaible and
unpredictable water supply which makes efficient on-farm irrigation difficult. 'Three
sectors of about 500 ha each are now being converted to sprinkler and drip irrigation
through construction of lined reservoirs and piped distnbution systems equipped with
individual meters.

The water-management concept and the use of flow dividers of the La Joya irrigation
district has some similarity with the warabandi system used in Pakistan and the northwest
region of India. The operational objectives are similar: equity of water distribution and
simplification of operation through nonadjustable structures There are, howver, some
important differences. Because of the heavy sediment load of the rivers in India, the
distnrbutary and minor canals are designed on the regime theory and are supposed to be
either closed or run at full capacity. There are few cross-regulators to control water
levels and the offtakes consist mainly of open outlets. Despite the valid design criteria,
siltation, bank erosion and weed growth affect the water levels in these canals, resulting
in unequitable water distribution. The lesson is that excellent maintenance is a
preconditior for non adjustable, structured design.

Sudan

The key design feature of the 800,000 ha Gezira project, the largest scheme in Africa, is
this: the tertiary canals that feed the fields are oversized and serve as buffer reservoirs
at night. The particular design of the tertiary canals provides a very flemible, "on-demandt
operation of field tumouts during the daytime. The large capacities allow day-only
irrigation without the associated loss of night flows typical on many projects

In recent years, the farmers have taken over management of the tertiary canals and have
switched to 24 hour irrigation. Now some tailender problems appear because some of the
large laterals no longer fill up during the night and because of the neglected silt and weed
control in the laterals.

Water distnbution from the Gezira system to the fields is efficient, timely, and reliable
as long as the system is adequately maintained. The design was able to adjuct ic ! m'aior
change of the original operational plan thanks to the built-in Bfebility of the design f
lateraLs The main drawback of this unique feature of the Gezira scheme is that the
laterals work as very efficient silt traps'.

J A detaied presentation of the Gza project can be fond in Ute World Bank Technical Paper No. 12D
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Sri Link.

Modernization of two distnbutary canals was carried out in Sri Lanka under the Major
Irrigation Rehabilitation project financed by the World Bank. Although of modest scale
(150 ha each), monitoring these two canals provides some interesting information.

The structural modification in the design of these two distributaries, compared with a
conventional gated system, included:

* Automatic constant downstream-level gates associated with modular
distributors at the head of the distributaries.

* Baffle distnbutors at farm offtakes.
* Flow dividers within the farm units.

Monitoring of these distnbutaries and of the areas served did not show significant
differences in water use and crop yields compared with their respective control areas, but
some doubts exist regarding the reliability of these data. It was found, however, that the
operational costs of the new design were about 40 percent lower then the operational
cost of the conventional design. The general feeling in the Sri Lanka Irrigation
Department is that the modifications provide a superior operation facility. The farmers
also express their appreciation for these controls as they can easily check the quantity of
water delivered to their field.

. Merriam reports in various publications (1985, 1987, 1991b) on a pilot project in Area
H of the Mahaweli Scheme. The pilot project covers about 150 ha on the lower end of
a unit served by one distnbutary. The farmers are provided water on demand, flow is
limited to 20 Ik The automated supply system consists of a reservoir, a downstream level
control gate, top level canals, and low pressure concrete pipes supplying individual
turnout valves The objective of the project was to compare the demand schedule to a
conventional agency controlled rotation schedule. The principal points of comparison
were: costs, crop production, water use, and social effects. The project operated
successfully fxor six seasons (three years) and interesting results were achieved.
Unfortunately, after the end of that period the project reverted to rotational supply
schedule lice the rest of the area. No water user association had been developed to
prevent this, though the farmer results had been very satisfactory and further
experimentation would have been valuable.

United States

Coachdla Valley Water District, California. This project, located in the desert of
southern Califomia, supplies 33,000 ha of irrigated land. Primary crops are citrus,
grapes, dates, alfalfa, and vegetables. Rainfall is negligible. Farmers in some areas of the
district have groundwater wells; most rely completely upon canal water deliveries.

A canal conveys the water over a distance of more than 230 km from the Colorado River.
The conveyance canal feeds into a 60 km long, lined main canaL Manually operated
offtakes supply a piped distnbution system with a considerable grade. The distnbution
system is designed as an open pipeline system (more than 805 km of concrete pipelines,
varying in diameter from 30 to 244 cm) with overflow stands (approximately 7 m high) to
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provide pressure on turnouts. The water is delivered on an arranged basis, with a 24 hour
advance notice. Most deliveries are started, stopped or adjusted in the early morning
when the district employee (Zanjero) arrives at the fanmer tumout in response to a
farmer request. All farm deliveries are metered volumetrically with propeller meters.

Much of the main canal is lined to prevent seepage. Water levels and gate positions are
remotely monitored and controlled but manuall) operated using a modified form of
upstream control from a central office. A large buffer reservoir at the end of the canal
absorbs daily differences between water orders and deliveries. The buffer reservoir also
supplies the pipelines at the lower end of the district. The ends of all pipelines are
remotely monitored for spill so that adjustments of flow into the pipes can be made if
spill occurs

Because of the nature of open pipelines, the deliveries are rigid during the 24-hour
delivery periods. Farmers have built numerous reservoirs on their property to increase
the flexibility of irrigation, mainly for labor convenience. In many cases, the waLer can
flow by gravity from the reservoir to the field. In other cases, the water must be pumped.
On-famrm. -eqtion systems are a mix of drip systems, sprinklers, and surface irrigation.
Typical fit * zes are 10 to 90 ha. Crop yields are excellent and farms are intensively
managed. Lne professional staff reports to the manager, who is hired by and reports to
the board of directors. The board of directors is elected by the landowners of the district.

Westlands Water Dlstrlicl California. Westlands Water District was formed in 1952
upon petition of farmers and landowners located within the district's proposed boundaries.
The district obtains water from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), which operates
a series of reservoirs, river releases, and canals to bring water from more than 500 km
away. The San Luis Canal, operated by the USBR, runs through the district, with
approximately one-third of the service area uphill from the canaL

Westlands covers 240,000 irrigated ha. Annual effective rainfall is approximately 120 mm.
Soils are deep, but about one-tbird of the area (found in the lower elevations) is affected
by a high water table. More than 50 crops are grown in the district, but major acreage
is planted in cotton, tomatoes, almonds, vegetables, and small grains. Farm ownership is
limited to 380 ha per individual; most fields are 16 to 64 ha in size. The majority of the
area is irrigated with furrows, but there is increased use of hand-moved sprinklers and
drip on row crops. Almost all of the orchards and vines are drip irrigated.

Water contracts provide for 0.70 m of irrigation water per year. This is not sufficient for
complete irrigation of all land. Therefore, farmers carefully select and rotate crops to best
utilize the limited water supply. The acreage above the San Luis Canal (part of the
California Aqueduct) receives no district water during drought years. A persistent six-year
drought has encouraged maaiy farmers in the lower areas, where groundwater is available,
to drill deep wells for supplemental irrigation water (even though it is of poor quality).

Every year, the district is advised by the USBR regarding the estimated volume of water
that wilH be available, based upon reservoir storage and the snowpack in the mountains.
District farmers then decide on the crops and acreage for planting. A farmer has
complete latitude regarding when the water will be used; however, the volume of water
available per year is fixed each year.
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The district's distribution system is a closed pipeline facility, consisting of 1667 kn of
reinforced concrete pressure pipe, varying in diameter from 25 to 240 cm. Thirty-eight
lateral pipelines are gravity fed, while water is pumped uphill into 27 laterals. Each field
has a tumout on the uphill side. No tailwater (surface runoff) is allowed from any field.
Each turnout includes a propeller meter providing information on both the flow rate and
volume delivered.

Farmers receive water on an arranged schedule, with a maxmum turnout flow-rate of
about 180 to 300 Vs per 64 ha. Water must be ordered 24 hours in advance of deliveries.
Farmers can open and close their own turnouts. Water can be shut off at any time
without giving the district advance notice. Water costs are about USS40 per 1,000 m'.

The pressures can vary significantly with time at the turnouts, due to changing flow rates
in the laterals The original design specified an automatic flow control valve at each
turnout; they proved to be defective so they were later removed.

The district has an ambitious water conservation program that promotes good on-farm
water management. On-farm irrigation efficiencies average about 70 percent, and the
district irrigation efficiency is about 85 percent. The distict efficiency is higher than the
on-fiarm efficiency because much of the deep percolation on the upslope farms s' ws up
as a high water table in fields at lower elevations and is consumed by the plants m those
lower fields.

Imperial Irgation District (lID). EID is located in the desert at the southern end of
Califomria. It services approximately 184,000 ha of irrigated land. Me-Jor crops include
alfalfa (about 50 percent of the acreage), sudan grass, small grains, sugar beets, and
vegetables. Crops ar grown year-round. Field sizes average about 16 ha. Average
water deliveries are 1.8 m of water. The district irrigation efficiency is 75 percent,
including on-farm losse and conveyance losses. The whole district is supplied by canals,
most of which are unlined. A system of surface drains is installed throughout the district,
with an access point for each field.

Seepage losses and on-farm deep percolation losses are low because of the very high clay
content of the soils throughout most of the district. Spm from the laterals and mains
account for about a 5 percent loss, tailwater losses are about 10 percent, and canal
evaporation and seepage account for about a 6 percent loss. Flow rates into the district
and all spill points are rigorously monitored because of water conseration restictions
imposed by the state and federal governments. A pmgram to recover the tailwater of
furrow irrigation has been started recently.

All of the IID losse (except evaporation) eventualty end up in the Salton Sea which is
a salt sink. A recent agreement with the neighboring Metropolitan Water District has
provided EID with USS 150 million for a modernzation program in return of the trafr
of the saved water. Consequently, the district has embarked on an ambitious water
conservation program which also improves the quality of the irription servioe. Major
aspects of the program include:
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* Canal lining to reduce seepage. The new lining, however, provides for more iead
(higher canal water kvels) at the turnouts, thereby reducing the effect of
fluctuating canal levels on tumout flos

* Inproved remote monitoring. A microwave system has been set up in
conjunction with radio telemetry to monitor key water levels and flow throughout
the district.

* Automation of key canals. Most of the automation is for upstream or flow
control, but the communications system and electronics are designed for cventual
local downstream control on sloping canals. New electrically operated overshot
gates are being installed at some locations.

* Increased buffer reservoir storage. Several new buffer reservoirs are installed to
provide fledbility with upstream controL

* Automation of lateral canals. The lateral canals are being provided with
automatic upstream control, to stabilize flow tbrough the turnouts. Solar
powered, microprocessor-controlled overshot gates are increasingly used because
of their operational flexibility.

* Lateral interceptors to prevent spill from the ends of the lateral canals. The spill
is captured and used in other areas of the district, rather than being discharged
into the drains.

- Improved flexibility of deliveries. Delive have always been made on an
arranged basis, but now users can order water for less than 24 hours.

The district has embarked on a significant training program for its employees, with the
intention of making them more Iservice-oriented". The result has been less conflict with
farmers.
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Opeatbinal Main canal I unctlon Applications or rP ctice to Improve ?rjcelconcept strtudre ol structure Advanuges Diudvantages daign no m operation and ountry
L FIXED Proportlonal DividA Incoming flow Into *Not gate movements *Teoretkal equity Is not In warabandi of NW India elf prportional contol b *Nuerous. NWUPSrREUI diidaes predetermined (and readed. sctually achved bemuse It Is and Paklstan, lower needed for rotation India endCOMtROL generally fixed) *No neimunatioa viMtusily impoulbke to design branches may be ungated lwher dwu the sytcm, Pakbstnproporilons at each required. nd InstaU outkts so that they and use a rigld rotaion. tnainandacwcdayanstbifutatihn point. *No decsions needed by function as pedicted over a hould stil be operatedoperators. range of flow. In Dall, Nepal and with Iinmprv control*LAuslltdepoltedInmain *Oven If outlets are precisely Fayoumn (Ugypl) proiecs mcethods lo avoidand seconday canals than dcsIgned and Installed correct ly,re mpure flow divsIon dsadvantag. Hsted.with olher methods hydraull condions would eAssumptin that sImpbeause olf w. change over time (siltation, n o na d J u s I a b I e

changing cross sections, pmportllnal cntrol Wi
dianging roughness) ytc spleam psevent tatmperig (Pam
can nol bc adjusled to malch ralty that adjuatmata
changes. must be madc avTr tlme* If anything Uneapected to flnc4mne any fehappens, there is no ability to spstem becaus of dedeg
rswponde. ovwesits and cdtaging* Water kevls In canals thdraulk puwimet Ia
fluctuate greatly with flow.rate cederl to esce qusUty.
chtanges, causing Uning damtge
and often putling some o(ftues

L GATED *1stMally sluie or Structure should matlain Nonc bI i a n ty commonUPSTRAM radial VIL. a Costatt upiram wuter msuappIcatlit ot fupstreamCONTROL *Manual opaictlo kleL intead opastore conitmL Opestmaameasked toua kutrided to use do the Imposslbile with-Willaflew.rata atructutu t Nkw lonto upstrea e coact a Constantcotlat devicae flow rate annot be obtained
both lhrough the t.tmout and
tbc chek struclume

awith wAr.nlsvet * Fist gate, at Inki to * Low Iniltal oet rtive * rlows must be known In * Suitabl tat arfenged *iustall b r (bitesa _ _)eulant candl (and gesmeily an to more modem contrel dvanae snd be well conirolied deliA rosutlo or reservols throughoutunddeg ot odrlcebtype teeniqum. at Inlet and all outlets to proporlonAl contro trm systen.gate) conrob low Into * Operation Instructions minimie taikader prolems teslqary CAnlL * ave larse calcnarl. foratructursinmain canal * l1clent pcnoo:topcno * 1.2 day delivery aetlonsanespecalbud.* N4o other check should beatremefysimpc keoamunlatlon neted among flaibility to ol15ke Iassltive lunout duigttUdUre control 11; jusI keep upstream wter anal openton It delvae (tetiay cenats) is only to sHow pool *tawge tothe canted uprsmm kvel constant. have flability In order to know pouible It single canals be srled for opeatinlwater kveL how much and when to adjust are shorter than about SO flcibility.* Al structura are The tumouts (oftaks)t rmthe kim unaks large bultcr * Install recitelyndepidently controiled, main Canals. reservoirs are used monitored waterlcdcl
* Taliender problems are thmoughout the stem. usnone st tailnds of
p_onounced. canals and at buffer

(conlinucd on ncxt page)



Anncx I (continuod)

Operalional Main canal Function .Applialioa or Yrakca to impmroc r.^ccconcepl structure f structure Advantages Oladvantages dcsign n"es operlion and <ouauq
0.wlll, al,ugaur,s fr *Sluice sales * Large forecs required to Use side wedrs withlanliluR epeIallan (underflow). move tile gates. constant spill (back Into.Motori2ed or * Often slick in placc and the canal) to reducemanual mevements becomeInoperable. number of gate

. tIourly adjulnments necded. m 4.
* UIS head varics greatly wilh
chansgc In No. rcsulting In

* Radil ges * Small form rciulmrd to * ltourtly adjuimeats necded. * Usc scvenl smaller *Nlo Sinaka and(underfiow). move ltiem It counler * Upsircm head varez grealy parallel gates rather than Yaqui, Mndw* Motorited balanced, Iucy do nol slick with change In flow. a few lrge pgalmanual movements rauiy. 
* Use sdwe is with
co.stant ill (back Into
anal) to reduce number
of gle n,ovewCaa

Stoplogs * Onl a few minor * Slopgogs may bc toicn tor * Usc stoplg with *Madcra ID.changes necded pr day. ftewoxL maimum dimensbas or Caitomia and anyUpstream hcad varies * Sloplogs can become stuclk 2ms x Sc. x 10 cn to walern diirkilmuch less with change In and it too arge can be dif;lcull fadlitatc handling. USAnow Ihan it undeiow gate to rcmovc and replace. * Conatusi a wvy suble
Is used, * Often ilic walkway abe the catwalk for opeator

stmctue Is unsafe for the conenence and sastety.

Langercledwltwds *Upstream hcad wanallons * Do not allow tor dirrccnt Mazimum dfiecive daign * Install underflow gales Moeamubiho,during * day may be slmest controlled water leves dudng length Is about d-10 lImes at deWnatum polnas In DtM1nciglgible. di(crent flow regimcs; will sill Ihc channd width cach sItuctur to flush slt *Mae Tang,* AJmost no opetoc up unkss undertow gala arc hrugh th stutem 1hilan1lntrcntlon necded. provided at downstream cnds. a Adjust the opening of *lXcorbu, Mabysa* Uxtremely simple. underlow galn if major 'Codl, Colmbia
flow-ratcchancseurin
anal to .a1.1mb. the
upsreum had vaeIatiorL

s ti struchtures for Aultmalic * ,ble to maintain very a Power outagus or poorly * Can be monitoedJ and * Use ladusuillgtade *Munda, Malaydsaautanlallc apsrellen elcclrical controls, prcclc upstrcam w3ict Irinedoarsuppliedlmainiennce conltrlldremnoclyclne sc aotlrallcnandwhlcr4cel *FritntKcns Canalundeinhol or levels aulonsallealy penonned will result In failum laret depilh Is changed, or senos California, USAovenhol iala * Target depth can be * Preventive maintenance is In an cmcrgcncy. * Only use equipmct and aImpenal ID.clianged ruciaL * Make certaln that programs with a prve- California, USA* Sometlmes conlrollers rae too conlrollen ean behdJwled history of Success
compilatcd (or operators (and In field and bave manual * Use side wrcin wilt
mainicutnce penonnel) to (clectgical) ovcr-ridc. continuous verow it
undelstand and adjust. * Gales must also be galaareundernoL Only
* It control program is not movable by hand it moe one gate at a time
conrectl gales will cycle badly, clcetricity tails. (it tcveral gatls am
........... t it;nslllcd. in ..r...s AUl a site)_ _ ____ _ __ __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 



Operaltonal Main canll Function Applic.tlions or Pnclicc to improvc lro*cIconepit structurc of structurc Advantages Disadvantages design notes opealiJon and coulnhqy
Ilydraulic constant * Vcty simple. May tbe gresaer Initlal cost * Deercac ent can be * To reduce pricc. Install *Sona1a, orwugalutsItream Icvcl * Almost no maintenancc. tihan electrically controllcd rcduced if small gates arc one automatic gate In *tenil Amir,gales. * or some iypes. no autumatic cale. used In parallel nhier parallel wih somc manual Moroccoadjustmcnts *re nceded a Watcr.Icvel control is withiln a ihan onc large gate. gates. Manual gatcs can *Du4ly Wdge WD.atscr Initial .nstallaiion. design dectemenl (doe not be adjusted for arge flow. Californb, USA* Sturdy and reliable. h7ave tc rccislon of conlrol of rate cltanges; hydraulic

electrical conlrollets). gale can handle daily or
a Target (coalrollcd) water hourly fluctuations.
depll cannot be changed on

|________________ _______________________ many nithese galeas.
3. DOWNSTREMI *atcs arc always WMaintains a constant * OlDiakes can be sltut olf * Longitudinal slope should * Demand operation of * Tumouts should beCONTROI.WITII autonoatic watcr levCl lmmcdiatcly or flaws reduced at any generally to less ithan 00003. main and sccondarycanals located at heeaded ofTOP LEVEL *lilther electrie or downstream of gates time without advance * lIgiecr construction costs is not to be contused with ach poole tilter tian aCANALS hydtaullc Ihereby supplying now Into notice. Itan uptranmconlrollcd canals on demand deliveries to talilend ot poootL

downstream pool . as * Vcry simple, reliable beeause of tlarg cros sections Individual armcns detaks, * Eetgeanty siphons orneeded. operation ot main canal needed and level tops. or watereouncea spitiways (saapes) must* For orinsaty operation, systems. * Operalom of offlakes from Those deliveries are be Installed upitream of(low rates Into and through * In efecl, tIlis meiliod of tlihcc canals must gceneraly bc generally still scheduled or each structure In eae ofIhe main canals may not be operallon puts a rescryolr vcay reponsible, or thcy will may rvcn be opctated on failurm of nxst upstreamknown. at thead of cacbt tertlagy or wi tdraw morewaler Ihan canal rotation. check sIructue or In case* Flow rates may be distributary canaL can supply. If capacity of main * Ile need for huran ofdrainage wtcrcnterlngchecked to sceI iftIherc are * Tailender problems are canal is sufficient, this is not a communication to operate cunalwwhendemand is low.capacity problems. eliminated. probln. main and secondary canals
is almost eliminated. U,

Automatie Samc as upstream Sameassupstream cectricaL
lectrical controls elecrical.

with undenhot or
ovenrhol galo.

IlydraulieconslUnt Samc as upstream Same as ulistreamn hydraulic eSidovelo, Indonesadowns(team lNCl hydaulic gatCse gates. *Mass. Mococagates 
eRetRul Ofrice du
Niger, Mail
*Trinquility ID.
CA iionila. USA
eVictods, Australia
*Das Rhocu-
tLnu guedo, rcance

(continucd on nc.xt pngc)



Anticx I (cutititIucd)

Operational Maln canal Funclion Applications or Piractie to Improvc Frjecdconccpt structure of structure Advantiges Disadvantages design notes opecAtlon and counqly
4. UPSTIIM A * Automatic * irnl g1e, at Inel to Las expensive Mtan a * System must be operaled on * ieml for a canal wilh an * Use modeling to predict *ardanoKern,UOWNSTftrLAr ulpstream and upper maln canal, Is used coinpilte downstrcamn an arrangcd basis (naore Inilial sleep slope tlat wave travel time roma Califtomis USACOMISINED downstream for (low rate eontrol Into conutol system, yet with resitictivc scledules arc also cndsonfilattctopograpiy. Inlkt to buffcr rescrcoir. eDouldkatacOrnROL control hardware, syhsem. aboul same simplicily and possiblc) because Pow Into Jlie * Duffer reservolr should * Maie 2 1o 3 changes In SidlDennour,A A butter * All other plte In system advantages. top of canal Is based upon be located to side of main canal infcl nlow ne per Moroccotcsrvoir must lxit only provide vta cr.lcvel approxltmntle ansleilpatcd canal rather than having day (bascd upon bulferIn tnuin canal at control. 41imiallds. till canal now pass Iito it rcirvoir water level),iloint where * Bufrtreservolr stores or * Requires a large buffcr (for exampie, to reduce rather than only once pcrupstream control releases Incremental reservoir In the syslem (enoughl sedinientalion). day.slifts to volume differcnces (or 1.2 days of operatlonal * nlow.rate changes Intodownsitream between antleipated systim volume discrepancy between canal Inlet are based uponcontrol. demand and actual orden and actual deliveries), daily changsa In otders,demand. ; plus obsetvalions otbuffer* Inlets losecondasyenals teservoir storge.

can be opcrated with a
very high degree of
arranged neflalbity as all
diserepancies will be
absorbed in butfer

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .nr u i .__ _ _ _,__ _ _ _I

S. CENTRALIZED Often manually Operaors are told by * Ccntral aofce does not * Iarely If ever works ais lits Is not rally a control Nll Imrrgalbo, 'CONTROL upstream cenital conlrol how to need to listen to ficld. Iniended, becuse Ilt control ts tcchnoloy but rither a IulIandconrollcd gateL operat gate& tor uaclh open-looped" witliout any melhod of management. Uipper Pamnpang,owtths nn*rssporulve days needs, which arc fcedback; design and operation It Is frequently proposed AurnoaPenarandasscliedulsng genetally predkIed by asaumpilons are usually however, In recen' Philippinessome model In central Incorrect. In onter to even literature as a means ofoffice. parilally work, extensive feld contml.
calilbration of hydraulic
parameters must be done.

iWlff arrainged * Eliticahty * AJI Sales rerpond lo * Allows last rsponse * These methods generally *Suliable for vrry large Use same hardware and * Californiadelivery controlled, commands from a throushout ystlem in case require l12dayt'advanco notice canals and primarily for communlallons rstem, Aqueduct, USAautomalted galaes centlked control center. of an cmergencyr all gala of any lumout flow-ratC change conveyance. but modify the conlrol * Central* MicroPrceswSOn * Gates may malniain can be shul down qulckly. responsive. * Especially valuable for logic to uilize dynamic Arwonaat each gate water levets or pool * Response time In some * rlows arecgenerlly Input Into areas prone to regulation (explained Project, USA* AI gates are volumes, stlems i thcorcllcally the a sitmulation program Ihat earlhquaka aid nlooding below).electrIcally movd * Cental office may use wave travel time across one esimaits prper r 1gate tlitngs witere quick shutdown offrom a remote some transter functions pool rather than along Those gate settings are often cantals Is 1iporlan.centrlied control and prediction techniques vilhole anal lenglit, as gales clianged manually frm ittccenter to net water down canal c a n b e m a v e d remote, centralzled loation.* Tumouts are In anticipation of ardersn lmullaneously. * Requires extremely ded leated,geneally not wellitralncd, and weilfundedaulomated, neorae staff, noilnenance program,titCy remotgly communIcallons syscnu, andconlrollcd cquIpment and scnsors
cncra Iy limse tecitniques do

tnat maintain constant waler
-__ _ _ _ __ levehls In _____,



OpcrallotnAl Main canal Punction Applications or Practice to Impove Projcclconceps siructure of structure Advantages Disadvanlagsr dcsign notes operation and coanhly
6. RlHS1l'0 IVtE * ilccitrlcalty * liespands to computer *. Sililar in funcilonl to * Iligi, rlsk it penronncl, Centralized dynamic LargecanalcrousseclionsSyFSTES Yon controlled, Instructions. downsircam control on snaintenalce, inilial equilmnseni tcgula:ionnstllodsmaybe and butfer rescryotraSLOPING CANALS aulomatled galtes Some maintain water level tops. Systcm will quality, power backup, compatible wilt Inline aiysmakecontroleasicr* Micro. levels; others mainlain pool automatically providc water camn,umiluatilo,s are not supletb. hydroelectric Imnstsltlon cven will sophisticatedproccasous at each volumes, to downsiream pools as * Require a hilgs degree of operatlons; indepcndcnt modcing and controlgate ncedcd, willsout human Initial litanning and modeling control mcltods are not.* Sonec methods iniervenilon and wilhoul work and soptilsticatedhave independently knowledge of flow tates. maintenance and operationcontrolled gates,; Fast and autormalle personnel.

others arc moved response to flow-rate
togelher. Inctseas or d4creases at thc
* All ithes systems otftakes.
ned enntralised * MInImal huuman
monitloing. Intewention necded for

actual operation.
* Canal cross sections can
be imallcr than for lcvel.

sItl local * Radial gates are * Controls Hlow rate Into a * Small, relatively * 'Ilca. control mcitods ltavc * Mctihods do not appear *Tel CotsIndependent gencrally used. pool In order lo maintain a Inespenske conleolien not had wide applicalion. to work well on sleep California, USAcontrollers * Rcmole specIied water level At Knowede is still being gained slope. *Canal do Sakl,tuonlioring Is some point In that rcgarding design rules and * Stnee thcy arm stilln NInrhighly downstream pool (that h, reqlsmercnts (or sImplicity and developmcnt,a fullhistomyrecommended, they opente on demand). techniques for determining of pas t eeam and 1* ,lVALmatntalnir level at proper control alorilthm applications Is advised
midpoinl; CARDD and constants. before use.B1oFLO maintatin lvd In * Tcy are litbed, however,downsteam end of pool. because they appar to be

vcry promising once
theory becomes
tantferable and rule f(or
dcsign and limitations arc
knownw.

tWith dysamlc * Centralized * Cont ts now into pool * Very fast, responsive Itighlysophlstlcatedequipmcnt. * Several successful Canal dengulsiton computerized In order to maintain opcration. sytecms are In place. rovener, Francecontrol center. dcired water level r pool * Capabic of conipleC * Povenc technolog. *Canal de 11t,* RAdial gates ate voluMe, operations, such as Morocogcnecrally uted. * Movement of any sIngle Integration of pumping
&ate Is ealcuated In stations, reseavoirs and

- ceotJuctlundha withother gale hydropower Sencrallon
movements along IhC canals.

* Potentially capabic of all
advantages of Independent
controllen aned centralized
arranged systems
comnAl._-- 

.
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Annex I (continuced)

Operational Main canal Function Applicatlons or Practie wo improve prrectconccpt Zi*JclIuI of slictUre Advantalas DIldvailsage deslgn noies operalion and Couolq
7. PRAISSURIlZEt Closcd ripc system * For main and secondary * ,1igcst conveyance * May require expcnsive * Automatic scicening * Common problem I co *ftstlands WD,SVSTE.%1 disribution. pipclincs are cliicicncy. pumping. needed at entrance to undcersiz the pipes- Odtidgc WD.generally ltigls*prcssurc * Minintal nisizitenance Ir * Initial invcsimcnt gcncraliy preven lniclt blockage and ystems can be vesy Wbeekr Ridge WDpipe. roperty dcslgncd and higher iltan canals.' subsequcnt pipe damase lexibk if pipes are larg in California USA* Similar to municIpal Installcd, and low silt levels * Iressure rcgulators arc during rceilling. enough. *Nehbasa. Tunisiasylsem. In wale. necesary at turinouts bceAusc * Adcqultc pressure relief * Ideally suited tor* No &pill. irWures nmay fluctuate hourly and air venting designt volumetric ddiveries.

* Slmnple operation uniess because of flow cianges raoin needed. * Flaw masturermnts of
comples lpumping Is tumout. lurnouts are simpic it
needed. water is sreened at pipe
* Minimal laind out ot InkL
production.
* lasycroszzccilon.

- . S .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t
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FRIENDLY-USER CONTROL STRUCTURES
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3. IRAN 2. MEXICO
Guilan projecL Long-crested weir on Fumen canal. Composite cross-regulator.

The radial gates are used for large flow adjustments
whereas the side weirs compensate normal flow fluctuations.

~~~~~~~~~'- _~

3. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 4. INDONESIA
Yaque del Norte project This Begemann counter-weight gate Kedung Ombo ProiecL Sidorejo Canal.

installed upstream of a drop structure provides nearly This 13 km long canal is automatically operated
constant level and constant flow at farn offtakes. under downstream control.
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5. Control Center. 6. A composite regulator consisting of a side weir and a
remotely-controlled slide gate.

MOROCCO
Haouz Irrigation Project Canal de Rocade under dynamic regulation.

-
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7. PERU
La Joya Irrigation District Flow divider on the main canal.



SOME STRUCTURES TO AVOID
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8. CHO (Constant-Head Orifice) offtakes:
Because of the relative complexity of operation.

9. Rominj gate:
Because of the large fluctuations of the flow rate with minor changes in the water levels of the supply canal.

As shown here. sluice-gated cross-regulators combined with Rowinii-gated offtakes is
the worst of ail combinations of structuis fromn the hydraulic point of view.



FROM CONVENTIONAL TO INNOVATIVE DESIGN
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10 Conventional design
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I 1. Construction of long-crested weir 12. Modular distributor

MEXICO
Tepalcatepec-Cupatizio Project.

Tlhe conventional gated structures were modified by replacing one or two slide-gates by long-crested weirs and
replacing CHO gates at offtakes by fiberglass modular distributors.
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